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Praise for Questions from Dad
Questions From Dad is truly outstanding. I highly recommend Dwight's method as a

very effective way to develop better relationships between children and their
parents. Communicating through the tests described in this book should be a

win-win situation for all. P.S. The drawings are terrific!

David L. Levy, Esq., National President
Children's Rights Council, Washington D.C.

We all know someone who wants to have a better relationship with their child . . .

Questions From Dad provides a healthy alternative to worrying, and feeling helpless
while trying to establish or maintain that relationship. Parents who see their

children daily could learn a lot about parenting through this book as well.!

Travis Ballard, Esq., President
National Congress for Men and Children, Washington D.C.

This book can help many peoplenot only absentee fathers. Whether their
separation be due to a break in the family unit, traveling for business, being
in the armed forces or in prison, Questions From Dad shows absent parents

how they can stay in touch with their children.

Michael Bowers, M.A.., Executive Director
American Association for Mairiage and Faznily Therapy,
Washington D. C.

An innovative approach to encouraging a long distance parent-child
relationship, one that any parent and child living apart from one another

would find fun and rewarding.

Jennifer Isham, National President
Mothers Without Custody, Houston, Texas

Questions From Dad is a metaphor for love from dad, and 7'willey's method of loving
his daughter can inspire within any father that spark of creativity, caring and

playfulness that will leave both him and his child with a legacy of love.

Warren Farrell, Ph.D., Author
The Myth qf Male Power, and Why Men Are the Way They Are

Questions From Dad can help turn shallow conversations and awkward silences into
productive discussions between parents and children. We commend this book as a

unique how-to manual on maintaining and improving communicatio:: with children.

Dick Woods, Accredited Access Counselor and Director
Fathers for Equal Rights, Inc. and Iowa Access Enforcement Project,
Dc Moines
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I believe Questions From Dad will become the bible of all parenting books. It is useful,
functional and interactive to the point that it achieves what normally can

only be achieved by a live-in parent.

Michael Hirschensohn, Co-Founder
Equality Nationwide for Unwed Fathers, Los Angeles, California

There never can be too much positive communication between a parent and child. I
believe this book is novel and creative and can greatly help effectuate a healthy dialogue.

Jeffery M. Leving, Esq., Co-author,
Illinois Joint Custody Law and Director
National Divorce Forum for Men, Chicago, Illinois

After years of witnessing the breakdown of family relations in our criminal justice
system, it is most encouraging to see an effective and innovative way to

rebuild those relations through communication.

Elliot Zinger, Esq., Criminal Defense Attorney
Chicago, Minois

Questions From Dad provides a great way for parents who are absent from their
children to build relationships with them. The book provides creative ideas and

step-by-step procedures. It is easy to read and fun to use.

Tom Williamson, President
National Coalition of Free Men, Manhasset, New York

What a wonderful ideaexcellent for grandparents separated from their beloved
grandchildren! Simply looking at the questions and sketches makes me smile,

chuckle and get a warm comfortable feeling all over. This idea appears unique and
simple, yet demonstrates poignancy and sincerity.

Ethel Dinin, National Executive Director
Grandparents United for Children's Rights, Madison, Wisconsin

This book helps break the emotional stereotype that men don't talk. For those fathers who
may not be in a position to talk to their children over the phone, they can effectively

establish real communcation by using Questions From Dad.

Bill Harrington, National Director and President
American Fathers Coalition and Washington State Fathers Rights,
Tacoma, Washington

A fun, effective way to start, continue and build relationships with kids,
even when separated by time and distance.

George R. Kelly, State Chairman and President
Concerned Fathers of Massachusetts, Springfield, Massachusetts
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Within ten minutes of finishing the book, my first Grammie Wants to Know was started.
I now have a fun and creative way to communicate with my grandchildren, who live

three thousand miles away. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.

Sheila Sands, State Coordinator
Chidren's Rights Council of Massachusetts, Springfield, Massachusetts

It is our experience that, with the changing economic climate and the concomitant strain
it puts on the traditional family, parents, in many cases, do not know how to

communciate with their children. Questions From Dad provides a safe, easy and effective
vehicle for establishing the vital links that must exist between parent and child.

Dennis Brown, Ph.D., Executive Director
The National Institute for Child Custody and Divorce Awareness, Inc.,
Lincoln Park, New Jersey

Fathers today need all the help they can get in order to effectively communicate with their
children. Questions From Dad plays an important role in fulfilling that need. Perhaps the
greatest endorsement for the Dad's Tests comes from my six-year-old daughter, who often

climbs up in my lap and asks me to read Mr. Twilley's questionnaires to her.

Charles A. Ballard, Founder/President
National Institute for Responsible Fatherhood & Family Development,
Cleveland, Ohio

This book literally places the children first, by enhancing their ability to know their parents
through creative communication. Thank you for sharing this marvelous method with the

parents and children who so desperately need to know each other.

George and Lesley Wimberely, Director and President
National Association of State VOCAL Organizations,
Orangevale, California

Questions From Dad offers an exciting solution to the long-distance communications problem
that is plaguing more and more families, and families separated by a marital breakup are but
a small part of the individuals that can use this book. It is a must-read for all parents who find

themselves periodically physically separated from their children.

Ray Hart, State Association President
Fathers Rights Association of New York State, Inc., Rochester, New York

Any suggested means of communication between an absent parent and child, whether the
distance be long or short, is a welcome addition in attempting to build a bridge between
parental responsibility and child well-being. Questions From Dad achieves this status,

in what may indeed be called a unique manner.

James I. Taylor, Past President and Legislative Liaison
Equal Rights for Fathers of New York State, Clinton, New York
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After reading Questions From Dad I feel like I know the author's daughter personally. The
creative give and take is a heart warmer . . . . This technique allows parents to get to know their
children. All parents could use this technique. Children will thrive on the attention they receive

and parents will learn to share more of themselves with their children.

Ann M. Danner, M.S., President
Children's Rights Council of Massachusetts, Springfield, Massachusetts

Long distance parenting is a growing fact of life in today's society. At best, this type of
parenting is trying and difficult. This book helps the long distance parent communicate

in a way that is fun and interesting for both parent and child.

Eric Anderson, Nationwide Chapter Coordinator and State Coordinator
Children's Rights Coalition, Austin, Texas

Who says the left brain is so bad? This book provides a thoughtful and compassionate
exploration of ways non-custodial parents can maintain contact and make a crucial

difference in their children's lives, no matter what the physical distance.

Gordon Clay, Executive Director
The National Men's Resource Center, San Anselmo, California

Questions From Dad is a very worthwhile book for fathers to effectively communicate
with their separated children . . . . It was great reading and should be

helpful to anyone who takes the ti;we to read it.

Marvin L. Chapman, Vice President
United Fathers of America, Orange, California

This is a excellent book for any non-custodial father who wishes
to maintain contact with his children.

David Nowicki, National Manager
National Fathers Rights, Waukesha, Wisconsin

It is sensitive and very well done. I wish it had been
available when I was separated from my kids!

Richard F. Doyle, President
Men's Rights Association, Forest Lake, Minnesota

I look forward to using this boo!:.. The ideas seem so effective and
enjoyable that I can't wait to try them.

Fred Hayward, Director
Men's Rights, Inc., Sacramento, California

I got a thrill when I readfrom the author's daughter"Dad, send more tests!"
I could not resist reading the complete book and learning dad's secrets!

Frank Bertels, Founder/Director
Male Liberation Foundation, Inc., Miami, Florida
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Dedicated to the best dad,
George William Twil ley

(1 926-1984)

r

And to the memory of my earliest partner in song, Phil Seymour,
and these greatly missed friends:

Annie, Mollie-Twilley, Mollie, Ozzie, Dixie the Duck,
Beethoven and Beethoven, Jr., Mel, Kee-Kee and Lester.
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INTRODUCTION
by Dr. Susan Forward, Ph.D.

Half of all marriages end in divorce. Each year,
over 1.2 million promises of "til death do us
part" get broken and millions of adults begin

the process of healing.
But what of the children? They too need to heal,

and though mom and dad no longer want to spend their
lives together, the children didn't make that choice.
They still need to feel connected to and loved by both
parents. They need to know that the end of love
between mom and dad does not mean the end of love
between them and mom or dad. Unfortunately, divorce
in a family with children results in the physical separa-
tion of the children from one of the parentsmost
commonly the father. So the child, who has already
experienced the loss of family life as he or she knew it,
now experiences another lossdaddy doesn't live here

anymore.
In the fast-paced world in which we live, staying

connected to our children, and in touch with their
needs, likes and dislikes, dreams and wishes, is difficult
enougheven when we live under the same roof. How,
then, can a dad be anything other than just a friendly

QUESTIONS FROM DAD ix
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Dionne (age 11)
with Bud and Toby. :
Photo by Linda Twilley :

V

acquaintance if he lives far away? Or if he only visits
weekly or monthly?

Through Questions from Dad.
Dwight Willey has done something quite remark-

able. Not only has he maintained open communication
with his thirteen-year old daughter Dionne, whom he
has never lived with, but he has found a way to be pre-
sent for her as a parent despite his physical absence.

I don't think Dwight ever realized, when he put his
first Dad's Test in the mailbox years ago, that he had
engineered a bridge for estranged parents and children
to stay in touch, to keep love alive. That he had come

up with an anchor to keep the
parent-child relationship from
drifting and ultimately getting
lost.

Dwight's physical distance
is easier to bear because of that
bridge and that anchor. His
Dad's Tests maintain a constant
dialogue between him and his
daughter. And they are fun
fun for Dwight to draft, fun for
Dionne to get, fun for her to fill
in, fun for him to get back!
These tests have enabled
Dwight and Dionne to know
each other in ways that some
children and parents who live
together never do.

Dionne told me, "The ques-
tions let me know that dad was
interested in things I never
thought he'd be interested in
like my cat." There may be an

X QUESTIONS FROM DAD
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entire trove of special details about your child that
Questions from Dad could dig up for you!

And I can't help believing that these tests also have
allowed Dwight to get in touch with the kid inside him.

He has reached way inside himself to find questions
that are funny, puzzles and drawings and bits of silli-

ness. To work, the tests need to focus the attention on
the child, so Dwight needed to think of things Dionne

might like and respond to. As Dionne grew and
matured, so did the tests, leaving Dwight with insight

into his daughter at age ten, eleven, twelve . . .

The effort Dwight put forth to communicate with

Dionne is rare and very specialand thus has reward-

ed him with a relationship with his daughter that is
similarly rare and very special.

How many fathers out there see their children once
in a while as part of their custody arrangement? How

many of you send presents in the mail in the hope of
being remembered? How many of you go home at the
end of the trip to the zoo or the mall or the baseball

game with a sinking feeling in your hearts and stom-
achs that you don't know that little person anymore?

That you have little in common, that you have nothing

to say to each other, nothing to share?
If you're looking for ways to connect with your

child, you've come to the right place. You can't main-

tain a parenting role based on "once in a while." Your

own set of Questions from Dad can become your link

to your child, your private haven, your "home" togeth-

er. Once you try this book's approach, you'll wonder
how you (and your child) ever did without it!

I spoke to Dionne about her dad's tests. She
clearly has benefited from them. She is blossoming
into adolescence with the security and self-assurance
that comes from feeling accepted and loved. That is

QUESTIONS FROM DAD Xi
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Unlike a

conversation,

your tests will

stick around.

to both of her parents' credit. Dwight and his ex-wife
Linda were able to separate from each other and still
share the parenting of Dionne. The purity of Dwight's
tests had a lot to do with that. He never used the tests
as an investigative look into his ex-wife's life, or as a
way to weasel his way back into it, or to bad-mouth
anybody, or to twist truths, or in any way threaten or
undermine Linda's role as primary care-giver. I can-
not stress the importance of this enough. The
Questions from Dad method which Dwight Willey
has devised is a wonderfuleven magicalform of
communication for parents and kids. But it is also
sacrosanct. To work its magic, its unwritten rules
need to be honored.

Dionne feels close to her dad. She feels comfortable
sharing silly stories and drawings with him, knowing he
will guard their little secrets. She feels understood. She
feels loved. I wondered if she didn't sometimes feel like
the tests were a chore. "It's a lot of questions," I
probed. "Yes, but I look forward to getting them!"
Dionne said. The most profound impact of Dwight's
tests was revealed to me when Dionne told me: "The
tests make it easier for me to talk to my dad when I
fmally get to see him. Because we're already friends."

Children often walk away from divorce not only
wounded, but feeling guilty and somehow responsible
for the break-up. It is important to let children
knowin no uncertain termsthat the divorce was
not their fault. Emotional wounds can scar children
forever. The best way to help children heal is to main-
tain a constant, supportive world for them in which
they feel cared for and loved. And the most loving
thing we can do for them is to show them we genuine-
ly care about their thoughts and feelings. Their future
happiness, and their capacity to love others and be
loved depends on the supportive foundation you

Xii QUESTIONS FROM DAD
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establish for them. The building blocks for that foun-
dation are the thoughts aid experiences you share,
the little things that make you laugh together, the sto-
ries you quietly tell each other when no one else is lis-
tening.

You'll find you will grow as an individual through
this process. Writing allows us the luxury of fore-
thought and editing in a way that talking does not.
Unlike a conversation, your tests will stick around, a
tangible history of your communication with your child.
The beauty of the permanence of the written word is
often lost in a world of sound-bytes and MTV Time will
pass, and you and your child will find yourselves look-
ing back at the tests over and over again. They will
make you remember. They will make you laugh. They
may even make you cry.

Children don't have the same language skills as
adults. You will need to take special care to make your
tests age-appropriate. Children can't always find
words for what they want to say. Dwight's varied
question styles provide possibilities and choices for
kids who could otherwise not express themselves.
Mixing in humorous question-and-answer choices
reinforces the notion that this is more a game than a
"test."

Keep your own child's interests in mind. If she is a
budding sleuth, come up with a hidden clues mystery
game. If he loves animals, cut up pictures from maga-
zines and decorate your test with them. Dwight is
great at this. He mixes funny tales with games, cross-
word puzzles, doodles, and other things to keep
Dionne interested and connected. Remember, the
process is supposed to be fun! Have fun with it.

You will find that you can gain deep insight into
your child by the answers to his or her tests. You can
also give your child deep insight into what you value
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and believe. Think about it. What do you want to pass
on to your daughter or son? What do you want him or
her to know about you? How do you want to be remem-
bered?

Dwight mixed serious questions and issues into the
fun ones, thus making the serious ones more "invisible"
and more likely to get an answer. Point-blank questions
about boys, drugs, or grades could be deemed too
direct and make your child recoil .rather than respond.
Be prepared to give serious responses serious consider-
ation, however. If your child's test reveals something
you are concerned about, talk about it. Don't just enjoy
the cute, funny and light-hearted nature of these tests.
Delve into the depth of feeling which some answers
may discloseand use that as a springboard for a
heart-to-heart talk! The tests are not meant to replace
or be an easy way out ofvisits, phone calls, letters
and cards.

What the Dad's Tests gave Dwight was insight into
how to be a better parent to Dionne, a way to stay
tuned into his little girl's life as the weeks and months
went by.

What the Dad's Tests gave Dionne was love.
Revealing himself through humor, puzzles and little
games, Dwight showed Dionne that he had learned
from her previous answers and was responsive to them
She felt connected to her dad through these tests as few
children ever do.

Far more than being just fun tests, the Questions
from Dad turned Dwight and Dionne into secret pen-
pals. Through the tests, Dwight and Dionne were able
to bond on many different levels. They shared stories,
inside jokes, and little bits of themselves. That way,
when they did get to see each other, Dwight and Dionne

XiV QUESTIONS FROM DAD
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had as much (or more) in com-
mon as any parent and child
who live together. They were
friends.

Questions from Dad will
act as a key to the wonders of
childhood. It will be a touching
journey for both of you. It will
alter and affect you in ways you
cannot now imagine. Open your
heart wide. And let your child in!

A.

"Bodey Don't
Mind," by Dwight

QUESTIONS FROM DAD xV
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HOW AND WHY



CALLING
ALL DADS

It is not the purpose of this book to address any
of the nagging emotional issues such as custody
battles, child support and legal disputes that so

often hang like ugly clouds over families separated.
What I am trying to do is rally "long distance dads"

and, for that matter, all parents behind the idea of
increasing the amount and quality of communication
with their kids. Whether you're mere blocks or thou-
sands of miles from your child, the term "long distance"
could apply to you if the dialogue between you and your
child is limited, strained or inadequate.

That distance now separating so many children
from their parents is the simple reason I emphasize the
need for this exclusive dialogue. If, like me, you have
found phone calls and letters lacking substance and
falling short of asserting your presence in your child's
life, relief is at hand!

In this book, I will present a unique and effective
method which has allowed me to establish a productive
and unprecedented line of communication with my
child. For me, the positive nature of this simple proce-
dure has shattered the distance barrierforever.

Later, in more detail, I will describe this system that

QUESTIONS FROM DAD 3
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my daughter and I now commonly refer to as the "Dad's
Test." Call it whatever you like, but this intimate and
fun questionnaire from dad is, at once, a means of com-
munication, a source of camaraderie, and a sure-fire

way to solicit answers to any question a

A
Dionne's drawing of
Dad.

long distance dador any parentcould
ponder.

I know that, while some dads enjoy
calm waters, others, sometimes by virtue
of their own mistakes, experience the
more nightmarish side of broken mar-
riages.

It is my hope that, even in the worst
cases, the Dad's Test might slide through
and bridge the gap between the bitter-
ness of a bad dilemma and what is best
for a child.

It is not my intention to instigate fin-
ger pointing between the sexes. And,
while I wii. be harping on about how the
tests should be just between you and your
child, this doesn't imply that they should
be used as weapons aimed to alienate
others or further disrupt already shaken
ground. These questionnaires, as person-
al in nature as they are, should not
become ammunition between you and
your ex-spouse. Keep the "grown up"

issues away from your quizzes! The Dad's Tests should
be thought of as "magic dry cleaners," designed to
"shrink miles" instead of shirts.

Naturally, whenever possible, amiable communica-
tion with your ex-spouse or the custodial guardian can
reduce stress on your child and make your well-intend-
ed test more welcome as it passes through a potentially
enemy household.

This test, which only demonstrates love and con-
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cern for a person whom it took two people to create,
may in itself plant a seed of reconciliation.

I also want to acknowledge that some dads secure
custody of their children, and I'm sure that the "Mom's
Test" would be equally welcome to a single-parent
child.

As I am a dad, I'm not really equipped to address
the nuances of the "Mom's slant," but the concept
remains the same. Step-parents, grandparents, and sep-
arated siblings are also nominee quiz-creators. Some of
you who have business that keeps you away from home
or who are in the military may be candidates too. Even
you guys behind bars could simulate your presence
through the tests.Whata constructive and rewarding
way to pass the time!

Those of you who devote too much time to your
careers might even discover a
welcome recipient of the Dad's
Test in your own home. Kids are
always excited to find something
in the mail for them. What a sur-
prise to receive a test from Dad's
work address! Slipped under the
pillow, your quiz could be serious
tooth-fairy competition. It's hard
communicating with a teenager
who has locked herself in her
room. Fortunately, a Dad's Test
will slide under the door. (My
daughter has just reached her
teens, and I'm already beginning
to see shades of some of the
unsettling "coming attractions.")
We all hesitate to admit that we
eventually have to let 'em go. But I'm counting
Dad's Tests to keep my foot in the door as long as pos-
sible.

Dionne's Halloween

on the
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Dionne's
great-
grandfather.

00000 410.

Let's face it. It's no cake walk for a distant dad.
It's not easy to jump start communication that has run
downor even diedover a period of time. Rather
than look for solutions, it may seem easier just to
blame yourself, someone else, or run away from the
problem altogether. The resulting void can leave you
feeling even more guilty or ashamed. You may feel
uncomfortable about the way you are perceived by
others, or even think of yourself as a dysfunctional
dad. Taking the "hopeless hat" off can be tough. I
know. I've worn that puppy for months at a time. But,
after the much needed gloom and despair and suffi-
cient time spent cursing the sky, it's time to start
thinking about another hatthe hat that you are deny-
ing your child. What would you rather see above your
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kid's heada question mark, or a crown that reads,
"You can say what you want about my dad, but I know
he cares about me!"

A dad who feels angry or helpless can elevate his
self-esteem when he discovers that just a few hours of
his time can have such a profound and positive effect
on his child. A release from the discouragement of
believing that there are no options could be at all of
our fingertips through the Dad's Tests!

It's no secret that we dads are capable of torturing
ourselves, receiving great torture and torturing others.
Perhaps, now, we can take a breath and look at more
redeeming horizons! You're not reading this book
because you like the clever way I turn a phrase. You
love your kid. Most of you were not just reckless dri-
vers who crashed into parenthood; it was your dream.
Others who swore never to have a child discovered
they were more than eager to put away the power tools
or switch off a football game to search for Barbie's lost
slipper.

It doesn't take much more than the first time a tiny
hand wraps around your finger for you to know that
your child is both the futureand the past.

When you look at your child's face or study a
photo, you may also see your mother, your grandfather
and even unfamiliar faces that carry the wisdom of
ancestors spiraling back through history. With this, it
becomes clear that the importance of passing on the
things you believe in to your child is equalled by how
much you can learn.

You've got a lot to sayand there's much to discov-
er ahead. It's never too late for anything that might
help you bond with your child.

I'm calling on all dads to sharpen pencils, dust off
typewriters, power up computers and do whatever is
necessary to begin their first tests!

QUESTIONS FROM DAD 7
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I'm hoping that this book will succeed in eliminat-
ing excusesand inspire communication. The next
time you hear one of your friends ragging on about the
distance between he and his child, tell him about the
tests and show him some of yours. Then, tell him. to
Shut up and sharpen hispencil!
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THE ROAD
To THE TESTS

Today, so much energy is centered on the prob-
lems and affairs of us grown-ups that our 'chil-
dren often become a secondary issue. My

primary mission in writing this book is to advance the
idea of the "Dad's Test"and putting our children
first. rm not writing this book to tell you how or why I
came to be a long-distance dad. It's not my intent to
focus on the soap-opera aspects of broken relation-
shipsmine included. This book isn't about divorce
I'm sure my story could be topped by almost anyone
you bump into on the street. But a little background
will help provide a thumb-nail sketch of the road that
for better or worseled to the Dad's Tests.

Shortly after I graduated high school, I met a girl
named Linda. We maintained a steady relationship for
years, and eventually got married in our early twenties.
At the time, I was still a struggling musician, knocking
around the clubs in Tulsa, Oklahoma. I begrudgingly
found part-time jobs to support my emerging career.
The short trips I made to Memphis and Nashville for
recording didn't have a significant effect on our lives.
But I knew I was reaching the point where, to fulfill my

QUESTIONS FROM DAD 9
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Ice Captain,"
by Dwight

musical ambitions, I would need to commit to a more
substantial journeythis time to the west coast.

Eventually, with the reluctant approval of Linda,
plans for this "business trip" of undetermined length
were in motion. Complete with band, bags, guitars and
a rusted Olds, I was fmally on my way to L.A., where I
was sure success in the music business was waiting.
Inevitably, like a thousand other wide-eyed kids, I found
myself on the streets of Hollywood with a demo tape in
my pocket. I was prepared to struggle and rough it out
for as long as the few hundred bucks I had in my pock-
et would allow me to scrape by. It seemed like a worth-
while sacrifice for the chance to be discovered.
Ironically, the struggle only amounted to a couple of
weeks and a lot of cheap frozen dinners. In a strange
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quirk of fate, I was offered a recording contract from
Shelter Records, whose home office was in Tulsa. How
bizarre! After traveling over a thousand miles, I would
be signing with a label located only a few miles from
my house!

Not so many months later, I had a hit record called
"I'm On Fire." Linda joined me in Los Angeles. Over the
next few years, I was recording, doing concert tours,
television shows and getting a little lost in the show-biz
fast lane. The money and celebrity were great, but
there were prices to pay.

I was like a kid in a rocket shipthings were
changing sO fast and drastically. The first casualty was
my marriage. I guess when you don't know what planet
you're on, it's hard to be on someone else's.

Linda decided to move back to Tulsa. Then, the
traumatic and emotionally-charged dilemma of our sep-
aration became almost surrealistic when fate stepped
in and added another, even more sobering, factor to the
equation: We were going to have a child.

Linda and I had drifted too far apart for a realistic
chance at reconciliation, and, in the interim, I had met
another woman that I was beginning to think seriously
about. In spite of all this, there was never any question
in Linda's mind about having the baby. It was her
choice to make, and I supported her decision.

Looking back, as much as I would like to blame the
failure of my marriage on all the things that were hap-
pening to me and the amount of time I was having to
spend on my career, I must admit that I was just too
young and irresponsible for a commitment as grown up
as marriage. Likewise, I was miles away from even
thinking about parenthood.

With time, the separation seemed reasonably ami-
cable, and I think we both felt comfortable about get-
ting on with our lives. There had been a lot of love
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"Eggplant Baby"
photo by Linda Twilley

between us for many years.
Perhaps this child was meant to
be the consummation of all that
had been good. Linda and I
recently agreed that we did it all
backwards. Most people get
married and have a baby. We
had a baby and got divorced!

The next seven or eight
months seemed like seven or
eight minutes. I was in the mid-
dle of recording when I received
the long distance call. A baby
girl was born, and I was her
father. I had been raised in a
family with four brothers and no
sisters. The idea that somewhere
in the world there was a tiny,
bald-headed female creature
that might look a little like me
was a mind-twisting concept.

The night she was born, I
thought it was agreed that her

name would be "Dion," spelled D-I-O-N. I didn't like the
traditional female spelling. But somehow, it was
"Dionne" that finally appeared on the birth certificate.
Perhaps that was the first indication of what being a
long distance dad would be like. I spell her name D-I-
0-N to this day, but not for any negative reasons. I like
it that when Dionne sees "Dion," she knows that dad's
involved, and I kind of get a kick out of thinking it
might allow her her own little alter-ego.

No absent dad can ever forget the day he receives
the first photos of his child. After the required time
spent confirming that ears and eyes were in their prop-
er locations, my first impression was, "She looks like
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an eggplant!" I went around for the next few days call-
ing her "Eggplant Baby." As the weeks passed, I began
to receive more photos. Soon I was forced to ask
myself the question, `!Am I prejudiced, or is she possi-
bly the most beautiful child ever to grace a Polaroid?"

My recording schedule had not allowed me to visit
my new-born child. I began to experience a new and
uneasy feeling. Something was wrong. There was a lit-
tle more than a thousand miles between the person I
had beenand my new identity as a dad. It was a
strange sensation to miss someone I'd never met.

Then, at a time when I thought things couldn't get
any more complicated or confusing, I became
gled in a show business tradition
I neither expected, nor was pre-
pared for. There was a legal dis-
pute involving my recording
contract. Everything came to an
abrupt stop. I had complete con-
fidence in myself as an artist, but
it began to become apparent that
I didn't have a clue about con-
ducting business. Truckloads of
money seemed to be ending up
in other people's trucks.

With the financial strain and
endless legal procedures, it was
impossible for me to leave L.A.and, more and more
difficult to think of myself as a responsible adultlet
alone a father. I felt helpless.

So, as a result of events that were out of my hands
and problems I most likely brought upon myself, I was
forced to sit by and watch month after month pass,
while my daughter, so far away, was growing inch by
inch, never knowing her father.

After a virtual cake-walk of lawyers, the legal has-

entan-

Daddy spells it Dion

Mommy spells it Dionne

Ozzie says meowon

Molly sings the same song

Ai'iee, Molly and Susan three

Spell it with a mark II

But Toby never learned to read

He spells it with a bark!
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"Music," by Dwight
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sles finally were resolved. I ended up at a new record
company, EMI, and I was glad to finally be back in the
studio working on a new album. That album, "Scuba
Divers," would include a new song called "Dion.Baby."

Now that things were back on track and "Mr.
Wallet" was much happier, a release from this nagging,
innate sensation of incompleteness seemed within
reach! I was beginning to realize that the most impor-
tant creation of my life might now just be a plane ticket
away. Things had gone well in the studio, and the ses-
sions were coming to an end. At lastthe time had
arrived to meet my daughter.

Just before making the trek back home to Tulsa, I
felt a great sense of relief. Since Dion was born, I had
felt guilty thinking that Linda may not have really

understood what I had been
going through, and perhaps
misread my absence to mean
that I didn't care about my
kid. But once I told her I was
coming home to see Dion, I
felt she, too, was relieved to
know that, although we had
separated, I really did want to
be a part of my daughter's
life.

I was nervous when I
arrived at the house. I really
didn't know what to expect. I
knocked, and, after a few
long moments, two tiny
hands emerged, tugging at
the door. And there she was.

It was questionable
whether or not I had ever
really found true love in my
life. But it became immedi-
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ately obvious that I had been hopelessly
seduced by a squirming angel, barely a year
old, who loved to stretch my face and poke her
fingers in my eyeballs and nose.

I remember, like a bozo, I paraded my kid
around Tulsa, showing her off to friends, family
and people who could care less! This "dad
thing" wasn't such a bad deal after all. Before,
it seemed like the only thing I was ever really
excited about was my "new record." Now, I had
my "new kid!" When I finally had to return to
L.A., I knew that I would never be the same
person. I had become . . . a dad.

At that moment, it finally struck me that,
while Linda had always wanted a child (and I
figured that eventually it might happen), I
never really appreciated or understood the
whole parenthood picture. I didn't grow up
holding a baby doll in my arms. Instead, I was
armed with toy guns, monster models and,
later, guitars. When I was five years old, no one
said "Dwight, would you like a little baby?" On
"Father Knows Best" and "Leave It To Beaver,"
the dad was just there and the kids were
already there. What would Ward Cleaver
have done in my situation? I was raised at a
time when boys were somewhat oblivious to the
baby thing. Someone else did that! I wonder if
it would be a healthier world today if little girls
would have occasionally .been faced with the
task of gluing together. Frankenstein and little
boys were encouraged to learn to change Baby
Big Tear's diaper.

Anyway, over the next few years, I was able
to maintain a' fair amount of contact with Dion.
There were occasional visits and phone calls,
and I'd send her postcards from across the country

DION BABY

Dion you make me
Better when I was crazy
Well April it was rain it was hazy
But you were my only baby

Dion baby, oh, oh, oh, Dion baby
Well I wanna be with you
I want to be with you
I wanna be with you

Dion believe me
Nothing is ever easy
And into this life that you're leading
You're lucky you're warm

when it's freezing

Dion baby oh, oh, oh, Dion baby
One of these nights
I'm gonna feel your breath
Fingers x'd on my chest

Dion you're changing
With every moment pretending
Think of the time we be

spending
It could be never ending

Dion baby oh, oh, oh, Dion baby
Well I wanna be with you
I'd love to be with you
I wanna be with you

Dion baby oh, oh, oh, Dion baby!
Dion baby oh, oh, oh, Dion baby!
Dion baby oh, oh, oh, Dion baby)

Dionnio Music, administered by Bug
reprinted by permission
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when I was on tour. On a few occasions, I was able to
bring her out to LA. for a few weeks, or visit her in
Tulsa. Trips like these can be expensive, but who can
put a price on having your kid next to you on
Christmas morning?

Unfortunately, for long distance dads, the size of
their pocket books can have a direct effect on the rela-
tionship they can sustain with their kids.

In 1986, I was excited about the release of my lat-
est album, "Wild Dogs." My previous album, "Jungle,"
had been successful and yielded the hit single, "Girls." I
think this was the first time Dion saw me on MTV and

knew what her dad did
for a living. Things were
looking up. Once again, I
moved to another record
label, and I even changed
the name of my publish-
ing company to Dionnio
Music.

However, just a few
weeks before the release
of the new album, the
head of my record com-
pany became the focus of
an industry-wide payola
scandal. The record label
and, with it, "Wild Dogs,"

seemed to vanish in a puff of smoke. There would be no
radio, MTVor sales. If the problems I had before were
a bad dream, this was a nightmare! I was "back in the
torture boat," watching my career sink. Simultaneously,
another unforeseen ordeal was surfacing.

Linda had remarried, and suddenly my daughter
was calling another person "dad." So, what did that

: 'Wild Dogs," by Dwight
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/,'make me, "dad number one" or "dad
number two"? I'm sure that there are
a lot of step-dads who do a great job
and are sensitive to the predicament
of the child's biological father, but I
still had trouble hearing my daughter
calling someone else "dad." It was a
very unsettling feeling. Talking to
Dion on the phone became increas-
ingly awkward. She seemed inhibited,
as if someone might overhear her say
the wrong thing. It made me feel even
more distant.

I was really fortunate, in that I
actually had no problems with Dion's
step-father. Still, even though his
presence in the household turned out
to be relatively short, it was just hard
to step aside and allow someone else to teach, disci-
pline and assume the position of a fatherly role model
to my child. But, after all, I really had no choice in the
matter. This awkward predicament is an enormous
weight carried almost exclusively on the shoulders of
estranged fathers, although I am sure that separated
mothers and grandparents experience their own unique
anguish. For those who haven't experienced it, the
emotions involved are impossible to describe.

Ironically, the "communication card house" contin-
ued to tilt. Since she was a baby, Dion had been close
to my girlfriend, Susan. Susan is a great per8on and a
real talent. She sang on a number of my records and
was well-known as a member of the group The
Cowsills. Dion and Susan would talk about "girl things"
that I might otherwise never have been aware of. But
when, after nearly nine years, Susan and I separated,

Dion's Birthday Poem

You were far too old

when you were seven

now I find that you're eleven.

It's hard to see my baby snake

grow up so fast when I'm away.

Our kittens try to make us famous

and if we fail, their hearts

won't blame us.

But even when you're eighty-two

your dad will still, love, love, love, you.
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yet another source of communication with Dion col-
lapsed.

Phone calls were becoming less than rewarding as
well. Trying to carry on an intimate and personal con-
versation with a rock video blaring in the background
was a task in itself. At this point, with visits not practi-
cal either, I still wanted to, somehow, maintain my pres-
ence in Dion's life. I entered a short phase of sending
Dion elaborate letters. I spent a lot of time trying to
make them amusing and clever. I included numerous
intricate drawings, poems and occasional surprises.

Working on the letters really felt good up until it
was time to mail them. But the minute I dropped them
in post box, it was like they disappeared. They were
gone. The same was true at Christmas and on her birth-
days. As soon as the last gift was packed and ready to
be mailed, I'd start feeling depressed. That Christmas
or birthday was overfor me. I rarely got to see her
face when she opened her presents.

I was always thrilled to receive any letter from Dion.
However, in this "Nintendo-MTV world" we live in, most
pre-teens don't invest huge amounts of time writing let-
ters. While I treasured every one, my daughter's letters
proved to be of little value as far as figuring out what
was really happening in her life. In one letter, I might
learn two things: Yes, she got my last post card and
"Everything A Dad Ever Wanted To KnowAbout Her
Newest Video Game!"

I kept thinking there must be a better way to
approach this communication thing. And what could I
do that would elevate my visibility in Dion's mind when
I'm half a continent away? I decided to try an experi-
ment.

I decided to put myself in my daughter's place. I
thought back to when I was about her age. I remem-
bered how a teacher surprised my class with a test on
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the first day of school. I
recalled the sighs and
groans that filled the
classroom. But as the
tests were being passed
out, I began to hear gig-
gling-7-and then laugh-
terbecause this test was
different. It was fun. It
asked personal questions,

like, "Who would you like for your boyfriend or girl-
friend?" It was the only time I remember evervine in
my class enjoying a test. I knew my daughter liked to
read, write and draw. So, why not? I decided to create
my own test, just for her. The idea was so simple, it
seemed too good to be true.

I thought it would be a fun and personal question-
naire from dad, but it really turned out to be much,
much more.

Without thinking much about it, I pulled out a sheet
of notebook paper and just started writing questions. I
kept them simple. (Yes or no, fill in the blanks, etc.)
Most of all, I tried to come up with questions about
things we had in common in our personal relationship. I
also included questions that I hoped she would think
were funny or might spark her imagination.

I thought if I made it light and entertaining, now
and then I could toss in a question about something I
really wanted an answer to. I called it "The Dad's
Questions For Dion Test." Before sealing the envelope, I
had another thought. I took a second envelope, put a
stamp and my address on it and slipped it in along with
the test. The idea was to make it easier for Dion to get
it back to me. Then, just before mailing the test, I had a
startling revelation. I didn't have that depressing "letter
disappears into nowhere" feeling. This time, it was dif-
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: Dionne's Letter

ferent. In fact, it was excit-
ing! As I placed the test in
the mail, I felt like the kid
sending away for the "secret
decoder ring" from the back
of the cereal box!

With the holidays around
the corner, I had already
begun my neurotic quest to
purchase every crazy toy on
the planet. After all, it had
been my duty to supply Dion
with an endless army of
Cabbage Patch Kids, dolls
that did things that scared
me, and a host of mind-alter-
ing Japanese gizmos.

Rusty nails in my eyes
would be better than my
Dion being let down at
Christmas. And, God forbid,
I might screw up that one
annual golden opportunity
when fathers are, for a

minute, most likely to garner their child's attention and
reaffirm the concept that dad really exists. I thought,
if this "Dad's Test" idea worked, I might try another,
and maybe find out what she really wanted for
Christmas. I didn't have to wait very long.

In a matter of daysbang! There it was, at my
door. The testsent back and completed! I couldn't
believe it. It was great! In fact, it was supercalifragilis-
ticexpialidocious! Apparently, the test had struck a
nerve with young Ms. Twilley. She seemed to instantly
understand the whole concept. At this point, I knew I
was on to something!
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I got such a kick out of reading Dion's forthright

answers! I learned much more from this single ques-

tionnaire than I had from all of her previous letters.
Immediately, I envisioned how I could easily expand

and improve upon the next test. A host of new ques-

tions filled my mindthings I might never have gotten

around to asking her in a letter or on the phone.

At first, I was patting myself on the back over
the success of the test. My "dadly" head had swollen

to such proportions that it was no longer easy pass-

ing through doorways! Finally, though, I had to
force myself to come down to Earth long enough to
realize that my daughter was as much a part of this

as I was. Wow! We were doing this together! Still, I

took great satisfaction in knowing that this Christmas I

would know exactly which Japanese gizmos to grab

and maybe even
what they were!

I was soon to
discover that there
is something very
special and magi-
cal about the world
of the Dad's Tests.
It's a world where
it's safe to say any-
thing you want. It's
a world where
make-believe is
okay. It's a world where dreams and fantasies are born.

It's a world where parent and child meet on equal

ground. It's a world where there's always enough time,

and distance doesn't matter. It's a world without barri-

ers. It's a perfect world.
Unlike the letters I had sent in the past, the Dad's

Tests never disappear, and believe me, they're much
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more than most keepsakes. They're a chronicle of a
very special relationship I now have with my daughter.

Coincidentally, just days after her first completed
test arrived, I received a rare phone call from Dion. I'll
never forget the excitement in her voice: "Dad! Send
more tests!"
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LOOKING AT
THESE TESTS

R fight off the bat, I want to make one thing clear.

I never thought of myself as any 1 ..:1 of child

psychologist or expert with kids. In fact, if you

totalled up all the days I've been able to spend with my

daughter since she was born, I'm sure it would unfor-
tunately fall short of a year's time. So whatever I can

do to add even an hour or two to that precious year is

well worth it to me. I look at these tests as "quality

absentee time." The bottom line is, these question-
naires have been fun for me and fun for my daughter.

When there are more than a thousand miles between

you and your childor another obstacle that may feel

like the equivalentfun is a rare and cherished com-

modity. This is what I hope to pass on to you.

I realize that the thought of a rock songwriter
whose first hit song's lyrics were "You ain't, you ain't,

you ain't got no lover" trying to write a book about par-

enting is, at the very least, humorous. Regardless, I will

try to shed some light on this goofy idea that turned

out to be a landmark event in my world as a distant

dad.
Before I started writing this book, I thought it

would be a good idea to go back and review all the
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Dionne's "An alien from
Mars," from 1991.

ur

tests I had sent to Dion. Besides, it had always been
fun to pull out an old test and "relive the moment."

So I go to my closet and yank down the large card-
board box where I keep all of Dion's photos, letters and
various memorabilia. Sorting through stacks of draw-

ings and Christmas cards, I
uncover a few, forgotten tests
from years past. My search is
periodically distracted by
drawings of indescribable crea-
tures that were supposed to be
me. Finally, I believe I've locat-
ed all of the "Dad's Tests."

Now here I sit, looking at
these tests. As I lay them out in
fkont of me and begin to
thumb through them, a num-
ber of things are going through
my mind. The worst thing is, I
wish I had come up with the
idea years earlier, when she
first began to read and write.
Fortunately, these tests have at
least provided me with a
unique and invaluable chroni-
cle of my relationship with my
daughter over the last few
years, and the promise of
much more in the years ahead.
I know that when I finally pack
my bags for the old folks

home, the Dad's Tests will not be left behind.
Also, I'm surprised to find nearly seventy-five

pages of tests, beginning with the first, which was
merely the front and back of a single sheet of note-
book paper. I recall how I quickly learned that the
staunch demand for longer and more challenging tests
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had to be met. This called for much experimentation
and imagination.

In subsequent tests, I began to add Where's
Waldo? type drawings and ambitious dot-to-dot
adventures. I kept adding spices and other
ingredients to the "test recipe." The forces
of supply and demand eventually dictated
that one hundred questions would be the
acceptable length for what constituted a
real Dad's Test. Under a hundred ques-
tions, dad was holding out; over a hundred
seemed a bit much. Hence, "The Dad's
Questions For Dion Test" evolved into "100
Questions From Dad." I considered the evo-
lution from a single sheet of notebook
paper to as many as eighteen pages, com-
plete with color-photocopy cover in a clear
plastic binder, to be a milestone in "long-
distance-dadness."

I think of the four or five hours spent over a couple
of weeks preparing each test as a high-yield invest-
ment. However, I recall many times I'd stall out around
question number seventy-five. How could I come up
with twenty-five more questions that would keep her
attention and have any real meaning? Somehow,
though, after the required amount of "pacing and eras-
ing," I found I could always nudge my way to the centu-
ry mark, and, when I'd finish, I'd think to myself,
"What was I worried about? Dad conquers another
test!"

And of course, once a test was in the mail, a num-
ber of questions I wished I would have asked would
instantly come to mind!

When I stand back and look at all the tests as a
whole, I ask myself, "What was I trying to do?" First, I
guess I was just trying to communicate with my daugh-

ter all the silly little things; subjects too trivial to con-
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Dad on stage, .1

by Dionne

stitute a letter or a phone call. If there were things that
we could share the same sense of humor about, that
was, at least, a beginning.

The game-like environment of these recurring
quizzes created a kind of "synthesized camaraderie"
that would more likely be present between a parent and
child in the atmosphere of day-to-day chatter under the
same roof. That's one of the reasons why I like to ask
her about her pets and things that surround her, and
have always included recurring references to subjects
that are private jokes no one else would understand.
"Baby Snakes" and "The Little Man In Chinatown" have
been staple themes.

My second intention was, of course, to find out
what was happening in Dion's life. Occasionally, I was
looking for a serious answer to a serious question, but
the little things, like her favorite cookie, were just as
important.

At a glance, here's a random list of things I've
learned from the Dad's Tests over the years:
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I: On Halloween of 1990, my daughter was Cleopatra.

2: How to find warps in Mario

3: My daughter knows that drugs are dangerous and stupid.

4: Receiving any kind of clothes for Christmas is an abomination.

5: Science is my daughter's favorite subject in school.

6: Liver should be buried in the backyardnot served for dinner!

7: She is very happy where she lives.

8: Her cat "Princess" plays a great piano!

9: If anyone ever hurt my daughter, she wouldn't hesitate to tell me

about it.

10: My daughter has a great sense of humor. She is sweet, intelligent

and will always be my "baby snake."

Now, here is a list of things I think Dion may have

learned from the tests:

1: Her dad is willing to spend the time required to construct these tests

for her.

2: Dad's cat "Mow" likes to type letters and send them to her cat,

"Princess."

3: How to draw "old Grandpa Snake."

4: Dad speaks "Nintendo."

5: Dad can be pretty silly.

6: How she and her dcid can communicate through their art.

7: Dad is concerned for her happiness.

8: Dad is interested in the way she looks at things.

9: Dad wants to be a part of her life despite the distance between us.

10: Her dad love, love, love, love, love,

loves her.

One could argue that I could
have learned about Cleopatra on
Halloween through a letter or
phone call. But I'm sure I never
would have known how well
Princess plays piano!

I know I'll have to face the
fact that, sometime in the future,
these questionnaires could lose
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A
"State Fair,"

: by Dwight

their appeal. It's hard to predict how the Dad's Tests
will weather the teenage years.

Dads have a lot to compete with out there. Just
being a teen automatically crowds a kid's social calen-
dar. With shopping malls, homework, school activities,
sports and, inevitably, boyfriends and girlfriends, a
dadespecially a long distance dadcan end up with a
pretty small piece of the pie! All in all, this can be a
pretty hard pill to swallow. But, the fact is, it wasn't
your child's idea to place his or her father away from
home in the first place. With so many new doors wait-
ing to be opened, forfeiting special holidays and the
magic and romance of summer to spend time with the
"old man" may become less and less palatable. Walking
that "teenage tightrope," teetering between the security
of "just being a kid" and the lure of adulthood is an
adventure in itself. All this will, no doubt, be tugging
away from the boring chore of writing to pop. ("What
do I say to this ancient dude?")
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By customizing and adjusting my tests for a more
preoccupied recipient, I'm hoping they'll survive
through a time when they may be more valuable than
ever. Perhaps the new fast and "user-friendly" routine
of these novel questionnaires may earn that ever-so-
important moment of attention and verify that dad is
not only alive, but eats at Burger King with Elvis! Who
knows? The old Dad's Test might be a welcome relief in
the midst of college exams.

Lastly, what about that awkward moment when a
friend or family member inquires about your separated
child? Instead of the sad scenario they might expect,
dazzle them with a glance at your latest test! These are
not treasures to be buried. Dion and I have no qualms
about letting the world know what the Snake family
looks like on Christmas day. Besides the fact that we're
both really a couple of hams, I really get a kick out of
showing people the quizzes. The idea of pulling out old
letters or photos pales next to the epic blockbuster
impact of a Dad's Test!

I'm pretty sure that my method could work for a lot
of people, and, while the impact of Dad's Test idea may
not change the world as we know it, I'm quite sure that
thousands of cats and dogs will both improve their
piano playing skills and feel less inhibited about writing
letters to their feline and canine friends across the
country!
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GETTING YOUR
FEET WET

Now that you are ready to "take the plunge," I
will try to guide you through the construction
of your first "Dad's Test."

It's important to remember that these tests are an
ongoing experiment. You may find a different approach
that I haven't even thought of. Of course, the content of
your quiz will vary according to your child's age and
sex, but I think children's appreciation for the attention
the tests provide is universal. As soon as your child is
able to read and write, he or she is a candidate for the
Dad's Test. Before you begin, you may want to take a
look at any letters, schoolwork or other examples of
your son's or daughter's writing skills. This will help
you choose words that your youngster will understand.

You may want to begin by thinking of a name for
your first test. I encourage you to select a title that both
relates the idea of the quiz and makes it clear that it is
personalizedjust between you and your child. For
example, "The Dad's Test For Susan" or "25 Questions
For Michael From Dad." If you feel the word "test" may
be intimidating, remember, there are no rules! The
"tests" have worked well for me, but you may want to
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A

"Complete the
drawing," from
Dad's Test, 1993.

call your quiz "Karen's Fun Book From Dad" or "Dad's
Question Game For Craig."

I suggest that you keep your first questionnaire rea-
sonably shortsay twenty to forty inquiries. Make a
rough list of any questions that you're sure you want to
ask. List the names of your child's pets, friends, toys,
games and any other subjects he or she can easily
relate to. Use the lists to help create your questions.
Once you have selected a title, you are ready for the
major hurdlethe first question.

Start with very light inquiries which immediately
and clearlydemonstrate that the test is supposed to
be fun.

1. "What is your favorite TV show?"
2. "What is your dog's favorite T.V. show?"

If you have any questions of a serious nature, make
sure they are well-insulated by lots of silliness! Within a
chain of wacky inquiries, a spontaneous answer to a
serious question is more likely. (On the other hand,
don't be surprised if a goofy question receives an unex-
pected serious response.)

As your quiz takes form, it's important that you
keep it interesting. This is crucial in keeping your
child's attention and can be accomplished by constantly
changing question styles and adding artistic activities.
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Examples of different question styles

TRUE/FALSE

You should never eat anything bigger than your own head.

True False

MULTIPLE CHOICE

What does your room look like?

A. Neat and clean

B. Not too bad

C. Disaster area

YES/NO
Do you help your mom around the house?

Yes No

YES/NO/OTHER OPTIONS

Do you like school?

Yes No A little A lot

WHICH IS BEST

Which is best?

Hamburger Hot Dog

FILL IN THE BLANK

There was a little man in town.

NAME THINGS
What would be a good name for a home video for

us to make?

SYMBOL IN THE BOX

Put a "." in the box if you love it.

Put a "0" in the box if you like it.

Put a "G" in the box if you don't like it.

Put a "X" in the box if you hate it.

Liver [ 1 Apple Juice [ 1 Popcorn [ 1

LIST

List the names of all of your pets.

1.

2.

3.

"Duck," by Dionne

V
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The test

is supposed

to be fun.
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FILL-IN-THE-BLANK-STORY

There once was a

town of
girl who lived in the

CHALLENGE

Write your name the best you can

Write your name the worst you can.

Adding art activities will also help add interest to
your questionnaire. While you may or may not have any
artistic skills yourself, it's not too hard to use a straight
edge to draw a box, trace a square object or to simply
write "Draw A Picture Of Your Dog." Kids love to draw,
and there seems to be no limit to their imagination. To
fulfill this appetite over the past three years, I have
made some bizarre and wide ranging requests.

"Draw the Snake Family At Christmas"
"Draw the Worst Insect"
"Draw a Singing Fish Head"
"Draw an Alien From Mars"
"Draw the Flea Christmas Parade"
"Draw Rudolph the Red-Nosed Mallard"

Never in the entire realm of "dad-testology" has a
single one of these challenges failed to be met and con-
quered, often with mind-boggling results. I fmd it inter-
esting and rewarding that, even from a distance, I'm
able to fuel my daughter's imagination, and then have
my own outlook broadened. Now when I close my eyes
and envision an alien from Mars, only Dion's unearthly
illustration comes to mind.

Additional (more Earthbound) artistic request.;
might be:
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HOUSE MOTHER ROOM

SCHOOL SIBLINGS MONSTERS

FRIENDS RELATIVES ANIMALS

PETS XMAS TREE SANTA

TOYS FAMILY CAR CARTOON CHARACTERS

Throughout this book, I have used samples of art
that Dion and I have used to correspond with each
other over the years. Dion's rendering of "Princess and
Her Servants" certainly rivals my "Cat With
Sunglasses." I see a more than coincidental similarity
in their styles. Don't be intimidated by all of the art
in my tests. Your cartoonish doodle or mindless scrib-
bling could easily invoke a greater response from
your youngster than a carefully planned out drawing.
Remember. . . . "Stick People" are funny!

"Squiggles" can also be fun. It's easy for anyone to
draw a couple of squiggly lines
and request: "Complete the
Squiggle." The results are impos-
sible to predict. Also, try draw-
ing heads with no faces, houses
with no doors or windows and
request: "Complete the
Drawing."

Participating in your child's
art can create an unusual cama-
raderie. The same is true with
other forms of participation-style
questions, like the "fill-in-the-
blank stories." However, it is a
little embarrassing when the
kid's work turns out better than
yours!

Try experiments. On one of
my latest tests, I tried making a
crossword puzzle using words and

"Cat with

Sunglasses,"

by Dwight
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A

Stick people

are funny!
"Zorro,"
by Dwight

names that were common Dad's 'Pest lingo.
Completing the puzzle, I had learned two
things:

1. I will never try to create another
crossword puzzle as long as I live.

2. It was different, and she'll probably
get a kick out of it. You may be a whiz at
making puzzles. I'll stick to heads with no
faces.

Of course, Dion loved the crossword puzzle, and
requested more!

I'm well aware that many dads have more than one
estranged child, and having more than one child may
create a few obstacles and call for additional effort.
Naturally, you will want to make sure that your atten-
tion is equally distributed between your children. While
I can't speak from experience, I can at least suggest a
few hints that might lighten the load.

Make a photocopy of your test and send the same
test to all your children at once, with personalized title
pages.

Same process as above, only completely omit a
few questions, leaving the spaces blank. After copying,
just add in those few questions with personalized
inquiries according to age, gender, etc.

Send a test to your eldest child. Early in the test,
request: "Tell your little sister that the next test dad
sends will be for her." Later in the test, ask: "Did your
remeber to tell your sister that dad is sending her a test
next?" Later in the test, ask: "Since you are getting to
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be such a grown up boy, can you help your little sister
with her dad's test when it comes?"

Split one test in half. "Fifty Questions for Rocky
and Chanti." The first 25 for your eldest, followed by a
request that the test then be passed to the younger
child, perhaps ending with questions the two can do
together.

Send a "smorgasbord-test." One test to be passed
from child to child. Each question has multiple, person-
alized spaces for each child s answer.

Here's an example:

What is your favorite video game?

Phil's aswer

Ed's answer

Wendy's answer

Hopefully, all the preceding suggestions and advice
will be of some value in helping you with your first
Dad's Test! Here are some additional tips to make your

"The All New Dad's
Questions for
Dion Test"

V
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early questionnaires more effective and ensure their
return.

When your first quiz is completed and ready to be
mailed, don't forget to include instructions. Avoid a
lengthy letter that might dilute your intent here.
Instead, write a simple note:

Dear Carrie,

Here is the "Dad's Test For Carrie 1994." Please answer the

questions as best you can.

When you are finished, put the test in the j envelope and

mail it back to me.

I hope you have fun with this testi

Love,

Dad

You probably will want to continue to include these
instructions in succeeding tests until you're sure the rou-
tine has been established. If possible, a few phone calls
before and after your child receives the first test will help
further explain the test and, hopefully, get your child
excited about the idea.

Another way that may help expedite the initial test
process is using a brightly colored envelope for the
return of the test. I strongly feel that the whole 'Dad's
Test" concept would be crippled without the all-impor-
tant, self-addressed-postage-paid return envelope. The
bright red envelope will be easily identifiable from your
instructions. I've found it to be a simple and invaluable
aid to my daughter for returning her completed test to
me. 100 questions lost in the "black hole" of "toy box
hell" are no good to anyone!

Depending on the age of your son or daughter, a
small amount of participation from the custodial parent
may be required in the early stages of "dad-testing." You
may have accidentally used a word that your child
doesn't understand or can't read. And, even with your
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prepared, colored return envelope, it
might require a more responsible
hand to drop it in the mail box. In
most cases, I would hope the custo-
dial parent would welcome positive
communication between his or her
son or daughter and the separated
parent, simply because it's healthy
for the child to have contact with
both parents.

In my case, Dion was already ten
when I began sending the tests, and,
fortunately, automatically locked into
the process. Linda told me that,
when a test would arrive, Dion would
mysteriously disappear into her
room. The next day the test would be
mailed with nothing said to mom. On
other occasions, Dion would show
her the latest rendering of "The Snake Family at
Christmas," or, out of the blue, make strange inquiries
like "How do you spell dad's middle name?"

Initially, establishing the routine of your tests may
be a little awkward for all the parties involved. Just
remember to keep any explanations simple and posi-
tive. Hopefully, it will not be long before your question-
naires will be as they were intendedjust between you
and your child.

After subsequent tests have established the routine,
you may want to embellish or expand the title to sustala
interest and to focus on particular subjects. A cover
page can be a nice touch. It can capture "the pupil's"
attention and make your test look more "official." Write
the title of your test in BIG letters on the top of a clean
sheet of paper (possibly colored paper), then affix a
photo or two underneath (shots of you, your child or
pets are trustworthy subjects). Try a drawing. You'll be

.---Atuamnatcuatcr---:*
"."----*MASUArtainitti=

.

'4-'7-7"
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asking your kid to draw; show your son or daughter
you're willing to meet them on equal ground. Zip over
to the corner copy store and make a couple of color
prints. Be creative. Your "Norman Rockwell Meets
Salvadore Da li" cover page will give your test personali-
ty and will also be a great memento for you and your
sprout.

The cover page design may be motivated by your
more elaborate test title or title that addresses a specif-
ic subject. Here are some examples:

The All New Dad's Test for Jan"

"50 Questions from DadThe Special Edition"

"The 1994 Christmas Test for Tommy"
This test will serve to arm you with the
strategic insight to face the ever changing
arsenal of G.I. Joe, video and sports para-
phernalia, and, thus, help you survive the
annual siege at Toys 'R Us.

The Johnnie's Trip to Texas Test"
Your child may be coming to visit you or tak-
ing some other trip (i.e. summer camp for
the first time) which could be the source of
some anxiety. This test may help smooth
either road.

linda's 10th Birthday Test from Dad"
What is the perfect gift? How does she feel
about growing older? This test is another
way of asserting your presence on her birth-
day from a distance.

"Dad's Test to Joe About Scooter"
This test could address the loss of a friend,
relative or beloved pet.

As you can see, the possibilities for tests that focus
on specific subjects are as numerous as the problems
and achievements of childhood.
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After you get through your
first couple of tests, you'll start
to get a feel for what works, what
doesn't work and what really
works. When something really
works, don't hesitate to repeat
the same type of question or
activity again and again in future
tests.

Sometimes, you may be sur-
prised by a question that receives
little or no response. Remember,
a youngster's entire view of life
can change on an hourly basis.
Wait a while, and try the same
question again on a later quiz.
The results may surprise you.

Remember to seek out topics
that are exclusive between you and your child, as they
help to create a string of reminders that you are a real
fatherand a real person.

It's understandable that your tests will grow in
length. In this multi-media world, a couple of pieces of
paper with questions on them may not continue to earn
the same interest as what your test will likely evolve
into, perhaps something like the shiny, thick booklet
with the color-laserprint cover that I now use. Who
knows? In a couple of years, I may have to go "hard-
back!"

However, it's ironic how, as your child gets older,
it's possible that the tests may start to get shorter, and
eventually return to their original twenty to forty ques-
tion length to accommodate for the shrinking time
allotted us distant dads. Once again, we're back to try-
ing to keep their attention.

Perhaps, soon, computers and other interactive
devices will come to the rescue, with "digital dads" zap-
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"Freddy the Frog
and a Friend," :
by Dionne

ping their tests across the country, spitting out wild,
high-tech graphics and offering new mental challenges.

I've found that it's kind of a funny Catch-22. On the
one hand, as your tests get longer, you can get tired or
bored coming up with more and more questions. But,
on the other hand, once you've received back the com-
pleted test, poring over the answers can be such a gas,

that you end up wishing you had scrawled pages
and pages more.

Somewhere along the line, I'm sure you will
find yourself, as I have, nearing the hundred
question mark (or whatever personal goal you've
set for your test), and then experiencing that
special moment when you feel you are no longer
capable of rational thought, let alone coming up
with any more questions. Usually, the best
resolve is to simply put it away until tomorrow.
Give it a rest! Then, when you're relaxed and

ready to carry on, a glance through the random list of
question categories that follows might inspire an idea.
For further assistance in constructing your test, consult
the following chapter, "Checklist and Troubleshooting
Guide."

"Menagerie,"
by Dwight
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100 CATEGORIES FOR DAD'S QUESTIONS
1. School situations 46. Cleanliness 74. Phones and phone numbers

2. Friends and aquaintances 47. Doctors, dentists and shots 75. Chores

3. Social situations 48. Glasses and braces 76. Summer camp

A. Sex and sexuality 49. Bed wetting 77. Nature

5. Peer pressures 50. Birth and babies 78. The environment

6. Adolescence and puberty 5L Siblings 79. Places visited

7. Death or serious illness 52. Safety 80. Places to visit

8. Pets/death of a pet 53. Discipline 81. Space travel

9. Hobbiei and collections 54. laws and rules 82. Cars, planes and trains

10. Living conditions 55. Patriotism 83. Gift desires

11. Sleeping habits 56. Gossip and rumors 84. Possible careers

12. Dreams and nightmares 57. Manners 85. Current events /news

13. Food likes and dislikes 58. Fighting and roughhousing 86. War and famine

14. Cooking 59. Pillow fights 87. Computers

15. Sweets and snacks 60. Food fights 88. The weather

16. Pizza 61. Mud wrestling 89. Slang

17. Dinosaurs 62. Money 90. Santa and his elves

18. Anything Disney 63. Fears and insecurities 91. Exercise

19. Entertainment 64. Depression 92. Jokes

20. Movies 65. Boredom 93. Complaints

21. Movie stars 66. Hostilities 94. Art

22. T.V. shows 67. Abuse or harassment 95. Clubs

23. T.V. stars 68. Good and evil 96. Jumping on beds

24. Music 69. Heroes and villains 97. Frogs

25. Music stars 70. Wealth and status 98. Warts and pimples

26. Games 71. Racism and prejudice 99. Spills and messes

27. Cartoons 72. Malls and shopping 100.. . . and

28. Comics 73. Fads and fashion DAD'S TESTS!

29 Books

30. Toys

31. Theme parks

32. Sports

33. Sports teams and stars

34. MTV

35. UFO's

36. Ghosts

37. Drugs and alcohol

38. Smoking

39. Parental separation stress

40. Responsibility

41. Religion

42. Holidays

43. Family awareness

44. Morality

45. Aesthetics
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CHECKLIST AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
GUIDE

Wbile constructing your test, take advantage
of this handy checklist and guide. This list
could help solve a problem, provide moti-

vation or at least establish a direction that may afford
you the same success I have enjoyed with my question-
naires.

1. I DON'T HAVE TIME FOR THIS!

Sure you do! Use a yellow legal pad. Place it in plain
sight on a bedside table or some place where you like to
relax. Get into a habit of adding just a few questions to
your test each day. It will only take a couple of minutes
of your time daily, perhaps before bed or during your
lunch break. Your questions will be more well thought
out if you don't feel pressured, and you'll be surprised
how quickly your quiz is completed. Remember, your
test can be as longor as shortas you like.

2. WILL I ALWAYS BE WORKING ON THESE TESTS?

Hardly! Two or three good tests per year should
keep you in touch with your child and supply you with
plenty of informationperhaps before Christmas, dur-
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"Plane Sense,"
by Dwight

ing the summer or in the fall. If
you want to do more, great!

3. MY KID HATES TESTS!

So, don't call it one! Give your
quiz a happy or exciting title.
"Secret Questions For Sarah" or
"Dad's Amazing Crazy Quiz Game."

4. USE A PENCIL!

You'll save a lot of time cor-
recting an error or changing a
question when it can be easily
erased.

5. MAKE IT EASY TO READ

Try to' print your
ITAL letters. Of
course, avoid using
words above your
child's vocabulary
or reading skill.
Shy away from typ-
ing, if possible. It's
too much like a
"real" test.
However, a typed
test is better than
no test. If you and
your child are into
computers, you can
use a PC to con-
struct your test.
You might even

questions using easy-to-read CAP-
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want to go "direct-to-disk" and send a "floppy-test" to
your digital son or daughter! But remember, if you use
a typewriter or computer, more creativity or silliness
may be required to keep your test from taking on too
much of an "academic" appearance. Don't forget, your
test should be intimateand
fun!

6. MAKE IT FUN!

Why? So, to quote my
daughter, "It's not boring, like a
letter!" This is especially impor-
tant if there are some serious
questions you would like to get
honest and uninhibited answers
to. Insulate your sober inquiries
with lots of lighthearted and
silly exchanges. A forthright
answer to a "heavy" question is
more likely to surface when sur-
rounded by queries like "DO YOU THINK
SHOULD BE DECORATED WITH PIZZA?"

7. WHAT IS FUN?

CHRISTMAS TREES

Things from your child's worldquestions about
your son or daughter's friends, pets, toys, etc. "CAN YOU
FIND THE FIRST WARP IN SUPER MARIO?" "DRAW A PICTURE OF

YOUR DOG READING A BOOK."

8. IMAGINATION

Make sure you have included some questions or
tasks that will allow your child to use his or her imagi-
nation. "DRAW A PICTURE OF AN ALIEN FROM MARS." "HOW OLD

DO YOU THINK SANTA CLAUSE IS?"
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"Mom's Rules,"

by Dionne

9. HAVE CRAYON WILL
TRAVEL

Don't forget the art! A
Dad's Test without requests
for drawings is like peanut
butter without jelly! If thou-
sands of dads ask for pictures
of "The Alien From Mars,"
maybe we'll find out what the
little bugger really looks like!

10. DOES DAD REALLY
EXIST?

Or is he just "the guy who
sends stuff on holidays or
birthdays?" Try to think of
things you have in common,
such as places or experiences
you have shared or things
that only you and your child
will remember. "WHAT WAS THE

MOST FUN THING WE DID AT AT

DISNEYLAND?" These questions

will remind your child that "dad" really does exist! He
took you to Disneyland, remember?

11. THE REPETITION GAME

Choose a common experience, like a song you may
have sung together or a story you shared. Each time
you send a new test, find a different way of asking
about the same experience. This can become your own
"private joke" with your child. "A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR
HELPS THE GO DOWN." "TRUE OR FALSE: A SPOON-

FUL OF SALT HELPS THE MEDICINE GO DOWN."
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12. WE'RE TALKIN' SHORT ATTENTION SPAN .

Make sure you keep your test interesting. This can
be accomplished by mixing a wide variety of question
styles. Use a "multiple choice" question followed by a
"true or false" and then a "draw a picture in the box"
request. Try to create surprises. "DID YOU THINK THE LAST

QUESTION WAS STUPID ?" "WRITE YOUR NAME BACKWARDS."

13. MESSAGES

Messages can be subtly placed into your questions.
Perhaps there's something you'd like your youngster to
knowperhaps something as simple as the fact that you
miss them. "DO YOU THINK IF I DIDN'T LIVE SO FAR AWAY I

WOULDN'T MISS YOU SO MUCH?"

14. DAMAGE CONTROL

I would strongly suggest you avoid questions that
might draw other parties into what should be a very pri-
vate dialogue between you and your child. "DO YOU HELP
MOM AROUD THE HOUSE?" is okay, but "IS YOUR STEP-FATHER

EVER MEAN TO YOU?"

might create prob-
lems. "IS ANYONE EVER

MEAN TO YOU?" is much

better. In general, stay
away from names.
Your harmless inten-
tions could invite
interference from an
unexpected source.
There's always the
possibility you'll
receive an answer

"Nativity Scene,"
by Dionne
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you're really not happy withor even one that alarms
you. But, at least, then you'll know, and can take appro-
priate action.

15. GETTING YOUR TEST BACK

By enclosing the all important postage-paid-self-
addressed return envelope, you instantly limit the poten-
tial of third-party participation, which can often be
negatively apatheticor just plain negative. The pre-

prepared envelope allows
your child the privacy and
independence to simply
answer the questions and
place them in the mail with-
out any additional adult
supervision. Leaving the
responsibility of postage and
finding envelopes to your
childor a third partycan
seriously jeopardize the com-
pletion and return of the test!

A
"The

Professor"

by Dwight

16. USE YOUR OLD TESTS

After you've made your
way through a few question-
naires, take advantage of
your old tests! Review the
quizzes for questions to be

followed up on, repeat activities that were well received
and create new questions based on some of the unex-
pected responses. This will give your tests continuity
and keep the dialogue meaningful!

17. DON'T BE A TEACHER!

When you receive a completed test back from your
child, avoid the temptation to correct grammar or
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spelling errors! This is not what
these tests are about. Such scrutiny
will take away the fun and inhibit
future candid and frank responses.
If anything, "grade" your child's
candor and imagination. Circle par-
ticularly honest or open answers
and send back a copy of the test
with big red "A+ !"

18. EXPERIMENT

Anything goesmaybe better
than you think!

A
-Elf and

Dog," by
Dwight
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SPINOFFS AND
SPECIAL GUESTS

Much like a successful television series, the
Dad's Tests have created "spinoffs," like
when Danny Thomas was pulled over for

speeding by a then-unknown Sheriff Andy Taylor of
Mayberry or when Richie Cunningham and The Fonz
traded laughs with Laverne and Shirley. It's interesting
how a question or subject included in a test may take
on a life of its own. The nature of these spinoffs seems
to be that they just appear unexpectedly. The very first
spinoff that I experienced was, perhaps, the best exam-
ple.

I think it was about the time I was waiting for the
return of the second or third test I had sent to Dion. I
was having a lot of fun thinking of the questions and
waiting to see what kind of response they would yield.
It was all still pretty new to me, and what I might have
thought was a great question could receive a "dud"
response, while an answer to a blatant, straight-forward
question would have me rolling on the floor.

I remember picking up the mail and finding a parcel
from Dion. Right away I felt that adrenalin rush and
thought, `Aah, this must be the latest test." But then I
noticed that something wasn't right. The package didn't
appear to be large enough to contain the test. I opened
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Dionne's "A Few Questions

for Dad" Test.

it, completely oblivious to the revelation I was about to
experience. I couldn't believe my eyes! Never in a thou-
sand years would I have expected what I was now hold-
ing in my hands: "A FEW QUESTIONS FOR DAD." Dion had

created her own test for me to answer!
After picking my mouth up off the floor, I felt that

the test idea had come full circle. It was kind of a natur-
al evolution, but I never saw it coming.

Periodically I would try little experiments, just to
see what might strike a nerve or add some new angle to
the tests. Once, I sent Dion a letter explaining that my
cat Mow had written to me on Christmas Eve. I
enclosed "Mow's Letter" with mine, with the intention
of getting her response in the test to follow.
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I, MOW The Kitty, DO pLEdge to KEEp thiS Sacred OATH, anD To the BEST of my

KITTY AbiLitiEs wiLL FulfiLL all duTies set Forth in THIS AGREEmenT:

1. I PromiSe to TRy To SIT in Dad'S Lap EVERy Waking HOUR Of the day.

2. ShouLd HE walk arounD. I wiLL follow HiM to evEry room in thE houSe.

3. if He getS too near THe puPPy, i Will sTAnd iN AnotHer rooM ANd cry.

4. If hE lays DowN, I wILL lAy on his sTomAch aNd kNEad mY paWs On HIs cHeSt

aNd puRRR.

5. WheN hE GoeS TO SLeep. i Will PaW aT his eyes, noSE And LiPs until hE letS

Me unDeR the coveRS, WHerE i wILL SLeeP beTwEen hiS LeGS.

6. if hE gETS uP duRiNa THe NighT I Will geT UP too, anD theN rePEAt the

whOL, pRoceSS.

7. I voW to hisS aNd to trY To sWAt the pUPpy aT leAst 4 Times A dAy.

8. i PRomiSe TO aTTacK, kiLL, aND eaT All sPiDeRs aND FLiEs.

9. I will MAke weiRd soUndS WHen i sEE BirDe oUTsiDe the WiNdoW.

10. wheN cLeaN launDRy iS placed anywHERs in the houSe, iT Is my duTy to coME

LaY oN it, befoRE it is folDed.

11. I WiLL, wiThoUt FAil, sPenD at LEast 30 minuTeS a dAY cleANinG, swEEping

and crEAting aRtisTic desiGNS iN my CAt bOX.

12. I will maKe suRE thaT a nuMBeR of spec/CS of kiTTy liTTeR aRe uniQuEly

pLaCed throughout dab's rOOm on A daiLy baSis.

13. I will faiTHFully conDemN all baLLOONS to deaTh.

14. iT iS MY joS to siT on aNY PAper oR maGaZinE That daD would likE to rEAd

or wRiTe on.

15. AnyThing tHat is oPen, thAt I can fiT iNto, I will go iN.

16. WhenEVer daD is usiNg hiS ViDeo caMeRa, I will tRy to bE iN isvoRY sCeNe.

17. I pRomiSe never to eat mY dRy food unLeSs it is mUShed in wiTH my wet

fooD.

18. If aNy stRange doGS or CAts eNtER our yARd, I will waRN dAd by making my

tail 10 tiMes its noRMAL siZE.

19. I will caREfully smeLL *Very nEW iTem tHat is bROught inTo the hoUSe.

20. LastLy. I pROmise thAt whEN I dO somethinG bAd, i will alWayS look reALLy

cunt wHeN I'm doiNg iT.

YouRs truLy,

MOW

Mow's pledge to Dad.
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Dear Dion,

On Christmas eve, I couldn't find Mow. It was late at night

and I was worried.

Then I thought I heard someone in the, office typing. I peeked

in, and there was Mow sitting at the computer, typing away.

I thought I was dreaming, but on Christmas morning, I found

this letter next to my bed.

DAD

On the next test, I asked Dion the question, "IF YOUR
PETS WROTE YOU A LETTER LIKE THE ONE MOW WROTE TO ME,

WHAT IS ONE THING THAT TOBY (her dog) MIGHT SAY?" The

five questions that followed inquired the same from her
other dog, cat, turtle, hamster and ducks.

When the completed test was returned to me, I was
a little disappointed. She simply answered, "I'll get him
to write one," and then ditto, ditto, ditto to the other
five questions. I interpreted this to mean, "Dad, this is a
stupid question!"

Once again, about a week later, a thick envelope
arrives at my door. To my surprise, I was inundated
with pages and pages of crazy comments and promises
from all of her pets. Here is a sampling of some of the
things that Dion's dogs, cat, turtle, hamster and ducks
had to say:

1. "I'll fish for and catch more rocks this year." (Toby)

2. "I'll try to keep track of my beloved rubber ball." (Budher

PRO

3. "Practice my hissing lessons once a week with Bud." (Princess

her cat)

4. "I will eat all my food before sunrise." (Samsterthe hamster)
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5. 1 swear to eat all my salad." (Godzilkrher turtle)

6. "To quack all morning until we are fed." (Mohawk &

Beethovenspokesmen for the ducks)

7. ". . . .And most of all, bring in birds, lizards, snakes, mice,

and slimy creatures that haven't been discovered yet!" (Princess)

As a result, it is now a commonplace event for our

pets to correspond between themselves.
Spinoffs can also be ideas that the tests inspire.
After so many questions asking, "What did you get

for Christmas" or "did you like this or that thing that I

ShMOW TWiLLeY

DaD'S ROOM

LOS AngeLES, CaLIF.

DeaR PrinceSS,

My namE is SchmOW TwiLLey. BuT yOu cAN caLL me MOW. I Live

IN LoS AnGeLes, califorNIa wiTh DioN'S daD.

SoMEtimes I heLP dAd wiTh the teSts he sENds to Dion. iT'S

my joB to siT on the paper when he tRiEs to wRiTe. ALSo, I muSt

aTTack all peNciLS!

aNYway, on oNE of the teST, Dion sent Back to dad, I found a

dRAwing of you, so I deciDeD to wRitt you a leTTer.

i aM enClosiNg a phoTo of yourS truLy. If you caN senD me a

piCtUre of yOU, I will pUt it up neXt to my waTer boWLI

This woRSt thinG that ever haPPened to
mE occuRRed when I was

playing. I was ruNNiNg real faST aNd juMPed into tHe baThtub. I

diDn't kNow the TUB was fuLL of WATER. It was like a niGhtMare!

Has aNythiNg liKe this *Vero haPPened to yoU?

I haVE to go nOW. Dan juSt GoT out of tHe shower and I nEEd

to bile hiS feeT! NeXT time, i'LL tEll you aBouT thiS crAZy

puPPy nemeD 'Carrie' thAt lives in the hOUse. Write sCOn!

YouR FRiend,

MOW

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Princess' Speech

10'

got you for Christmas," a light bulb finally appeared
over my head. I decided to videotape the whole
Christmas present process.

I showed her the things that I got her and talked
about why I thought she might like them. I also let her
watch me wrap the gifts and pack them up to be
mailed. On a subsequent test, I inquired whether or not
she enjoyed my "Christmas Video." Her response was
affirmative.

When the following Christmas rolled aroundand
Dion had her own video cameramy video was now
answered by a video of Dion opening her gifts on
Christmas morning. After Christmas, the videos were
exchanged between us. Like the tests, it at least left us
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with a memento that cap-
tures the Christmas we
"sort of" spent together.

It should also be
noted that the Dad's Tests
also feature visits from
"special guest stars."

There are occasional
appearances from "Mr.
Rat," a plastic rodent who
starred in one of our home
video movies. Mr. Rat
enjoys driving his car and taking
for pizza.

There is also Julio Mangles, a legendary fictional
character who was the subject of another one our
father-daughter video productions. The documentary
includes various interviews describing Julio as the man
responsible for just about every important event in
recent history

When I was a kid, my parents had a funny old forty-
five called "The Little Man Iri Chinatown." It was the flip
side of a hit called "The Green Door," recorded in the
50's by Jim Lowe. "Chinatown" repeats the same lyrics
over and over, making absolutely no sense.

Dion and I would sing this novelty tune together
when she was still just a baby. Since
the song was so exclusive to our
relationship, I've included some
reference to "The Little Man In
Chinatown" in virtually every exam.

How to explain "Baby Snakes?"
I think it started after a visit to the
zoo when Dion was very young. Fbr
some unknown reason, Dion sud-
denly started calling everything

his girlfriend Ratina out
A"The Snake Family," by

Dionne

"The Flea Family Portrait,"

by Dwight

.
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"Where's Mallard?" ;
by Dwight

from french fries to pencils "baby snakes."
Unexplainable by modern science, this kooky quirk
lasted for q rite a while. it ccordingly, the entire Snake
family lives on through the osts.

Oops, I almost forgot to mention "Max-Dog." How
could anyone neglect a rock n' roll dog with no legs?
Max embarked on his path to fame in 1984 when the
song "Max Dog" appeared on my "Jungle" album.
During the promotional tour for the album, fans sponta-
neously began to cut the legs off stuffed animals and
neatly sew them up with the intent of tossing them on
stage during the concerts. Eventually, a few "Maxes"
ended up in Dion's toy box. A character like "Max" is a
natural for the tests.

The latest addition, "The Flea Family," has just made
their debut. However, no explanation for them is possi-
ble, nor needed.

There is no way to predict what may come next. I'm
sure that those of you who try my method will experi-
ence new and surprising "spinoffs" unique to the rela-
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tionships the tests can create
between you and your child.

I think it's important to let your
child know that you are eager to
participate in their fantasies just as
openly as you would address the
hard questions of real life.

Baby snakes are not just imagi-
nary characters. They are real resi-
dents of the world that exist exclu-
sively for myself and my daughter
in the Dad's Tests.

A"Max Dog,' by

Dwight
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ABOUT THESE TESTS

Isent my first test to Dion when she was a little
more than ten years old. The quizzes appear in
chronological order, concluding with "100

Questions From Dad 1993," with Dion nearing thirteen.
These time capsules represent an on-going exchange.
In fact, I'm currently working on a new test, and I'm
convinced it will be the best one yet!

Many of you will have the advantage of being able
to start using your Dad's Tests when your child is much
younger than mine was. Translating a seven year old's
"chicken scratch" will most likely be more difficult than
the task of "decoding" an answer from an eleven year
old. You may want to customize your tests accordingly.
Leaving a much bigger space for your seven year old's
answer may raise your percentage of comprehension.

While my tests have been cleaned up a little in
p'aces to make them more legible, I did want to prepare
you for the challenge that may lie in deciphering your
child's answers. Answers may be creatively scrawled
out over other questions and responses. Words that
might be spelled correctly in school are embellished or
garbled in a jumbled frenzy. But, by design, all should
be fair in the "no-pressure" environment of the test!
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With teens, you may want to "streamline" your test
to improve its capability of competing with dances,
dates and sports.

When prospecting through the hieroglyphic maze of
symbols and illustrations, sometimes the true meaning
of your child's answer may be overlooked. More than
once, I have casually glanced through a test from year's
past, and discovered a fact or some subtle humor only
Holmes himself would have caught at the time. Perhaps,
in the years to come, even more camouflaged messages
may appear. Indubitably, a tantalizing mystery!

Of course, the tests are not substitutes for visits, let-
ters or phone calls. Instead, they are a whole new
dimension of communication, providing an entirely dif-
ferent level of interaction. Ultimately, this methodology
may have a positive impact on the other, more tradi-
tional means of communicating.

Many of you may be able to relate to this scenario: I
miss my daughter. I just want to hear her voice.
Instinctively, I reach for the phone. After the usual "how
are you, how is school" queries, I suddenly discover
that, at the moment, I really don't have anything inter-
esting to talk about.

I'm sure my daughter is perplexed about why dad is
urgently calling her long distance to ask how she is
doing in school. But, with a copy of the latest complet-
ed test nearby, I am able to quickly refer to her clever
spin on The Big Green Rat from Outer Space, saving
myself the embarrassment of a temporary mental shut-
down.

The tests provides a wealth of subjects for discus-
sion. Chatting about Dion's drawings and answers not
only provides fuel for future questions, but also sets the
stage for a continuing and meaningful dialogue.

However, you may discover that too much discus-
sion with your child about his or her answers may dis-
turb the safe shelter the tests provide. I've found that
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these questionnaires create a world of their own. Part
of the magic of this world is the way that thoughts and
ideas can be exchanged without a spoken word.

In the end, how you decide to act on what you've
learned about yourself and your will be your decision.
Perhaps there'll be much to dodissecting the answers,
analyzing the artwork, and discussing the "red flags."
But it's also possible that there is nothing to be done,
except to cherish and nurture the bond between you
and your child, enhanced within the playful realm of the
Dad's Tests. In short, it's the fun you share that may be
the most important thing.
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THE DAD'S
Q_JESTIONS
FOR DION TEST

ere it is, the test that started it all!
I have to chuckle when I look at this test today.
I recall how excited I was about it at the time,

but, compared to the "ultra-mod" grandeur of my cur-
rent questionnaires, it seems so awkward and primitive.
Still, it was a successful experiment, and I can see that I
was locking into a process.

I also notice that I completely omitted question
number 29. I wonder what that question might have
been? Perhaps, on a future test, I should include two
questions numbered 29 to make up for the slight!

All in all, I don't think it was really what I learned
from this first test that was important. It was the rap-
port it initiated that was the magic for me!

However, without the test, I might never have been
aware about her almost-spiritual reverence for pizza!

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 10 "How is your Mom?"
A question like this might cause problems. Steer

away from queries about other grown ups, especially
parents. While your intentions might be innocent, they
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may be misunderstood by your child or the third party
the question relates to.

QUESTION 14 "Can you think of any new thing we
could become famous for?"

This question was based on another one of those
on-going jokes between Dion and me. In the past, I had
sent her letters in which I would ask her about silly
things that we could get famous for. Her answer, "Teach
our dogs and cats to bark and meow Xmas songs," I
thought was clever, and, who knows, might have
worked!

QUESTION 27 "What is your favorite animal?"
This was really just a "filler" question. I expected

her to just say "dog" or "cat." Her answer, "Every ani-
mal," I thought, was very touching and really said
something about my daughter as a person.

QUESTION 36 "Do you know what you want to be
when you grow up?"

Her answer, "A good-paid person," makes sense to
me!
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THE ALL NEW DAD'S
QUESTIONS FOR
DION TEST PART II

After the triumphant response to the first test, I
was inspired to press ahead with great forti-
tude. Even the title demonstrated my ener-

gized conviction.
This mighty effort soared to a whopping 42 ques-

tions. This time I boldly included a number of boxes for
drawings. To this day, I consider the drawings for
Question 34 priceless treasures.

Since the very existence of Santa was falling into
doubt, letters to the North Pole became a diminished
priority. Questions 1 and 2 allowed me to swoop in on
"Go-Go My Walking Pup" and "Baby Alive" with pin-
point accuracy, while cautiously avoiding "Liver" or
"Dead Bugs," thanks to question 4.

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTIONS 13 through 16 After I bought Dion her first
Nintendo system, whenever she would see me, she
wanted me to play video games with her. After a while,
she got me hooked. By answering my questions and
drawing a diagram, she was able to show me how to
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find the Warps in Mario 3. Quite a "long distance
achievement, don't you think?

QUESTION 22 What a relief! I don't have to worry
about boysyet.

QUESTION 29 As I begin to establish my tradition of
recurring themes, I once again inquired, "Is there any-
thing we could do on Halloween that we can become
famous for?" Her answer, "Go with our animals and
make people think they were kids in Halloween cos-
tumes," assured me that a bonanza of imagination was
just waiting to be tapped.

QUESTION 32 When I asked, "What is your favorite
subject in school?" I was startled by her answer, "sci-
ence." It instantly conjured up visions of microscopes
and test tubes as future birthday gifts.

QUESTION 36 This question falls into the "Ask a stupid
question, get a stupid answer" category and provided
me with my first lesson from Dion in "Dad-testing."
When I'm asking for three things she has learned to
cook, an answer like "Breakfast, lunch and dinner"
should only be expected.
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THE ALL NEW BIGGER & BETTER THAN EVER

1991 DAD'S QUESTIONS
FOR DION TEST: THE
NEXT GENERATION

Since my travels in 1991 allowed me to visit Dion
on a few occasions, and I knew her life was
somewhat disrupted by her move from

Oklahoma to Arkansas, it wasn't until the early fall that
this next installment of the Dad's Test was completed.

I guess the fact that Dion had moved even further
away and so much time had elapsed since the previous
test accounts for the "Dead Sea Scroll" length of this
questionnaire. I had a lot of questions about her new
living conditions and how she was making the adjust-
ment.

Perhaps this test should have been called "Dad Gets
Strung Out On Cappucino For Dion Test." It was, how-
ever, the first test to feature a cover with original art,
which I thought was a nice touch.

Along with early Christmas inquiries, I added lots of
requests for drawings, which yielded the awesome
"Alien From Mars." Steven Spielberg, eat your heart out!

It was also interesting to learn about her fascination
with science was continuing and that she was already
thinking of college . . . whoa!

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 23 I decided to make further queries to fmd
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out if she liked to eat anything besides pizza. Can you
imagine my horror when "barbeque" appeared on her
list of "What do you hate the most?" I wondered if
there might have been a mix-up in the maternity ward!

QUESTION 42 My request for a short poem was grant-
ed. However, I found it illuminating that she had clearly
labeled her effort "a song." I realized it was a little early
to be calling her a chip off the old block, but I liked the
way she was thinking.

QUESTION 53 "Do you ever go to church or Sunday
school?" I was pleased to learn that she was already
attending church twice a week.

QUESTION 63 Once again I try to assess her culinary
skills. "If you had to cook a dinner, what could you
do best?" Her answer: "Food." At this point, I know
she's trying to play Tic Tac Toe with dad's brain.

QUESTION 87 The fact that she could only name two of
my four brothers could have seemed disturbing, but the
question lets her know that I have four brothers. It's a
beginning. Use questions like this to acquaint your
child with relatives he or she may be unaware of or has
forgotten.

QUESTION 88 "Would you ever like to come live
with your dad for a while?" At the time, this question
seemed harmless to me, but it really wasn't. What am I
expecting her to domake a choice she doesn't really
have? It's hard enough being a child without this need-
less weight. Avoid questions like this altogether.

QUESTION 98 "What do you wish someone would
invent?" Her response: "One day per year schooling."
Edison would have been impressed!
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THE AFTER XMAS
DAD'S gjESTIONS
FOR DION TEST 1992

This is the first test where I finally leveled out to
an even 100 questions. As you can see, the
eager reception of dad's exams continued

undaunted, as evidenced by my daughter's message,
"PLEASE SEND ME MORE," urgently scribed on the first
page.

The title art was probably one of my worst efforts.
Instead of "After Christmas," it looks more like "During
Halloween." What a mistake! Why didn't I use a cover,
like I did on the last test? When I got the test back and
placed it along side- the previous tests, I vowed that all
my questionnaires would have covers from that point
on. Sloppiness aside, this quiz is one of my favorites.

This edition features a truly excellent rendering of
"Samster the Hamster" in Question 29, an invaluable
insight into the sacred law, "Thou shalt not withhold lit-
tle plastic animals from thy child at Christmas."

A few more serious issues are sandwiched between
the Little Bunny Fltmily and the Teenage Mutant Niilja
Hamsters. A splendid time is guaranteed for all!

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 23 This question earned one of my favorite
responses from Dion: "Did you feel sad about home-
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less people at Christmas?" Her reply, "I forgot this
year," I thought was a very honest and candid answer.
For some reason, I know I'll never forget it. There are
enough sad things in the world for a little girl to think
about at Christmas. I think it's okay she forgot this one.

QUESTIONS 69 and 70 These questions address a
scary issue I knew I eventually had to face. I'm also
sure I could have easily bumbled the whole thing over
the phone. Fortunately, I felt pretty good about the
results. In Question 69, I ask "Do you know any kids
that use drugs?" Her affirmative response was enough
to sober even a former hippie like myself. Question 70
inquires, "Using drugs is: OK; OK if you're careful;
OK to try once or twice; Stupid and might kill you."
I believe her "check" on the last answer was honest and
allowed dad to sleep much better. I strongly suggest
you try the exact same question, or something very
similar.

QUESTIONS 73 and 89 Questions like "The Dad's tests
are: Too long; Too short; about right," or Are you
glad this test is almost over?" are a good way to
gauge your success as a "dad-tester." If you receive a
disappointing response, perhaps it's time for a visit
from the Flea Family.
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100 QUESTIONS
FROM DAD

In this landmark decision, I have finally cus-
tomized my title into the current "100 Questions
From Dad" model.

Even my cover was a showroom centerpiece com-
pared to the ugliness of Christmas past. Inside, a shaky
"dot-to-dot" is saved by the sublimely captured essence
of "Old Grandpa Snake."

The interactive atmosphere of the questionnaire
continues to chart unpredictable paths. I ask Dion to
"Complete the squiggle." She throws the ball back in
my court, and requests that I complete her squiggle. I
guess it's only fair.

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 30 I was curious if, like when I was in
school, there was one teacher Dion just hated. I was
pleased that she confided in me and named the teacher.
However, I've rendered the name illegible to protect the
innocent.

QUESTION 31 In another school-related question, I
probed, "What is Samstee.s favorite subject?" I
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received a choice response, "Reading. He hates sci-
ence-sometimes his cousins are used." Good answer,
Groucho!

QUESTION 38 I believe this is an important question
for distant dads to ask: "If anyone ever really hurt
you or did something bad to you, would you tell
your Dad?" Not only does the question let your child
know that you are concerned about how he or she is
treated, it also initiates the idea that it would be okay to
confide in dad if any problem arose.

QUESTION 63 Here's an example of how a simple ques-
tion can turn out to be important. I thought she surely
she knew my phone number! She didn't.

QUESTION 98 "Could you call me sometime soon?"
Naturally a question like this will only fly if phone calls
to and from your child are not a custodial issue.
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THE DAD'S TEST FOR
DION'S TRIP TO
CALIFORNIA, 1992

T his special test boasts over 200 exciting ques-
tionsand a few stupid ones!

I initiated my "symbol-in-the-box" technique
for the simple purpose of deciding what I could feed my
kid for two weeks without invoking the dreaded "liver"
response! Besides, fourteen pizzas might get a little
boring. It also provided me with an interesting overall
look at my daughter's diet. I think "beans and lizards"
and "rubber pickles" helped avoid monotony.

The test is divided into Parts I and H. I can't explain
the purpose this may have served, but it looked cool!

Subtle aspects of your child's answers may go unno-
ticed. Only recently I made the following observation.
At the beginning of Part II, I listed a succession of twen-
ty yes/no/maybe inquiries. I can see now that the con-
fining regimen here was obviously limiting Dion's
capacity to express her answers, and that she had
devised a unique solution to the problem. What I once
interpreted to be sloppiness or disinterest, was really
much more! Dion had used the size and shape of her
check marks to demonstrate her emotional response to
the questions. When it comes to the "Dad's Tests,"
expect the unexpected.
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QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 6 and 7 Earlier, when I mentioned my num-
bering mistake in test number one, I had no idea of the
scope of my almost dyslexic approach to mathematics.
Throughout my tests, I find numbers omitted, repeated
and placed out of order for no apparent reason. I don't
know whether to consult my accountant or see a therapist!

QUESTION 151 "Which is best: doughnuts or cinna-
mon rolls?" Her answer: "A mystery of the world."
The answer really shows Dion's sense of humor!

QUESTION 153 "What kind of pipe tobacco do you
use?" An important question that every dad needs to
know before a visit of this type.
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100 QUESTIONS FROM DAD:

AN EXTRA EXCELLENT

XMAS EXAMINATION

W bile I must admit it was really hard com-
ing up with 100 questions, about
Christmas, it was well worth the effort.

It was great to get a look at how the Snake and Flea
families spent Christmas. Toby Claus and Rudolph the

Red Nosed Mallard deserve honorable mention as well!

I also introduced some new activitiesa "Where's
Waldo"-type "Where's Santa," and a "fill-in-the-blank
story." Furthermore, the test features the birth of a new,
all-purpose holiday, "The Fourth of Chrisoween-
thankseaster Day." Coming up with these ideas is kind
of like throwing darts at a map. You either end up in

Beverly Hillsor Death Valley!
It was interesting to learn that Dion would like a pet

skunk. Boy, would that be a holiday surprise for the

folks back home!

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 38 While really stretching to come up with
all these Christmas questions, I came up with this silly

query. "Why does Noel have an 'V in it?" I thought
her answer was really clever: "I don't noe."

CIPESHONS 123



QUESTION 39 "Can you think of a New Year's resolu-
tion for 1993?" She issued the following pledge: "I
won't eat anything with sugar in it . . . NOT!" A
"most excellent" answer, babe!

QUESTION 39 "Since you couldn't come out for
Christmas, do you think maybe you might like a lit-
tle longer visit this summersay three or four
weeks?" Sometimes the temptation arises to dream out
loud. Try not to ask for decisions that are not your
child's to make.

QUESTION 90 Here, I ask Dion to complete my list of
"The ten things you would never want to find under
your Xmas tree on Xmas morning." Her entries:

6 A dead frog
7 Rotten apple
8 A dead Santa
9 A broken Christmas ornament

10 Nothing

I guess 8 and 10 could throw a wrench in the whole
yuletide thing!
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100 sagESTIONS
FROM DAD 1993

t's hard to be objective, but it seems like the
tests are improving with age. "Super Flea" and
"The Singing Fish Head" are, for my money, top

notch illustrations. The complete-the-blank-story, "The
Big Green Rat From Outer Space With Christmas
Lights On Its Tail," is an undeniable literary milestone.

This test also includes my first, and hopefully, last
attempt at a crossword puzzle, and a somewhat suc-
cessful diagram of "A Day In The Life Of My Daughter
At School.'

Dion and I are aspiring to be the Lennon and
McCartney of "Dad Testing."

QUESTIONS, QUIRKS AND COMMENTS

QUESTION 19 I didn't really know what would happen
when I asked, "What could squirmeyblobin mean?"
My scholarly daughter's learned response was
"SQUIRMEYBLOBIN (noun) 1. The act of having an
unlawful squirmey blob in your house." I didn't know
that
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QUESTION 24 "Name something your Dad loves that
you hate." Her answer: "Cigarettes." Ouch' I guess she
busted me there.

QUESTION 25 I was surprised that when I asked her to
"name something your dad hates that you love," she
answered, "Arkansas." I'll have to let her know that the
only thing I hate about Arkansas is the distance it puts
between us!

QUESTION 30 'At what age do you think you'll be too
old for the Dad's Test?" Her answer: "204, give or
take a year:" After all the time I have invested in the
Dad's Tests, this one answer alone makes it all worth-
while! Perhaps these questionnaires will, in fact, weath-
er the teenage years, or even a lifetime.

QUESTION 61 With her answer, my daughter lets me
know that homework is not really necessary for her. I'm
not sure how serious she is, and I suppose that this is
an issue to be concerned about. But since Dion consis-
tently earns straight "A's," I figure, why rock the boat by
pursuing the matter? Something tells me she might be
sneaking in a tiny bit of homework between video
games.
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DAD AND DIONNE'S
ART GALLERY
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"Old Friends,"

by Dwight



"Duck in Sunday Best,"

by Dionne

"Dinos Dining,"

by Dionne
Or 1:A' 110P
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A "He's Not From My Side of the Family,"

by Dwight

"Super Toby and Bat Bud,"

by Dionne
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by Dionne
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AN OPEN LETTER
TO OTHER DADS

Dear Dads,

I hope that you have as much fun and success with your
Dad's Test as I have.

As I near completion of this book, I am pleased to report
that things are going well for Dion and me today. Dion is
happy living with her mom in Arkansas, and I like the idea of
her growing up where concrete obstacles don't block her
view of the sky. As for me, I think that the old man upstairs
has taken more than good care! Dion and I see each other as
much as possible; we yak on the phone and exchange some
letters. But the "Dad's Tests" are still our most "dad-daugh-
terly" means of conversation.

I'm sure that, during the course of receiving the complet-
ed tests from your child, you will find answers and artwork
that are sometimes profound, heartwarming or hilarious.

I would greatly appreciate your sending me copies of
some of your favorite tests, answers or artworkespecially
those which defy description!

I would also be very interested in your comments, tips or
any new techniques that you have found to be successful.
Please feel free to write me in care of my publisher.

I am eagerly looking forward to your correspondences!

Sincerely,

DWIGHT TWILLEY
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FRIENDS AND
SYMPATHETIC EARS
Contact these organizations for information or complete lists of state and local
chapters and affiliates. Many organizations distribute monthly or quarterly
newsletters containing a great deal of useful information. Computer users with
moderns can access information directly from the National Congress of Men and
Children's Bulletin Board (BBS) (602) 840-4752 or (913) 432-1163.

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS COUNCIL

220 "I" Street, NE #230

Washington, D.C. 20002-4362

(202) 547-6227

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR MARRIAGE AND

FAMILY THERAPY

1100 Seventeenth Street, NE 10th Floor

Washington D.C. 20036

(202) 452-0109

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MEN AND CHILDREN

2020 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW #277

Washington, D.C. 20006

(800) 773-DADS

ACADEMY OF FAMILY MEDIATORS

1500 South Highway 100, #355

Golden Valley, MN 55416

(612) 525-8670

FATHERS FOR EQUAL RIGHTS, INC.

3623 Douglas Avenue

Des Moines, IA 50310-5345

(515) 277-8789

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

440 First Street, NW #310

Washington, D.C. 20001-2085

(202) 638-2952

MOTHERS WITHOUT CUSTODY

P.O. Box 27418

Houston, TX 77227-7418

(800) 457-MWOC

COALITION FOR AMERICA'S CHILDREN

1634 "I" Street, NW 12th Floor

Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 638-5770
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NATIONAL COALITION OF F: EE MoN

P.O. Box 129

Manhasset, NY 11030

(516) 482-6378

FAMILY RESOURCECOALITION

200 South Michigan Avenue, #1520

Chicago, IL 60604

(312) 341-0900

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE VOCAL

ORGANIZATIONS

P.O. Box 621314

Orangevale, CA 95662-1314

(800) 745-8778

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIBLE

FATHERHOOD AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT

8555 Hough Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44106

(216) 791-1468

STEPFAMILY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

215 Centennial Mall South, #212

Lincoln, NE 68508

(402) 477-7837

GRANDPARENTS UNITED FOR CHILDREN'S RIGHTS

137 Larkin Street

Madison, WI 53705

(608) 238-8751

PARENTS WITHOUT PARTNER::, INTERNATIONAL

401 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, IL 60611-4267

(312) 644-6610
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

1

D Wight Twilley is a writer and rock music artist of international repute.
Best known for his hits "I'm on Fire" and "Girls," he has released
numerous albums on the Shelter, Arista, EMI and DCC record labels.

A native of Tulsa, Oklahoma, Dwight began painting and writing
poetry at a young age. His musical career began at age fifteen, when he found his
brother's abandoned guitar in a closet: Dwight was enthralled to find that his
words and images could take on new meaning by being fused with melodies.

In 1974, Dwight met drummer and singer Phil Seymour, and together they
formed the Dwight Twilley Band. After being signed by Shelter Records, the first
song they recorded, "I'm On Fire," was an instant smash. The band's debut album,
Sincerely, was named "Debut Album of the Year" by Rolling Stone magazine.

During the eighties, Dwight and his band toured the world with Jefferson
Starship, The Edgar Winter Group, and Greg Kihn. He performed at the 1984
summer Olympics and played for the troops of Desert Storm on the aircraft carri-
er USS Ranger in 1991. He has been a presenter at the American Music Awards,
and had his own hour-long special on MTV. His music has been featured in such
films as Heavenly Bodies, Up the Academy, Just One of the Guys, Worth
Winning, Ladybugs, and Wayne's World.

Dwight has never lost his interest in the visual arts, and in 1982 his origi-
nal works were exhibited in a one-man show at the Museum of Rock Art in Los
Angeles. His artistic and literary endeavors have come full circle in the question-
naires he creates for his daughter Dionne. Through them, Dwight reveals tne full
range of his powers of self-expression.
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"Questions from Dad is truly outstanding. Dwight's method is a very effective way todevelop
better relationships between children and their parents . . . The drawings are terrific!"

David L. Levy, Esq., National President
Children's Rights Council, Washington, D.C.

"Whether the separation be due to a break in the family unit, traveling for business, being in
the armed forces, or in prison, Questions from Dads shows absent parents how they can stay
in touch with their children." Michael Bowers, MA., Executive Director

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, Wasington, D.C.

"Parents who see their children daily could learn a lot about parenting through this book as
well!" Travis Ballard, Esq., President

National Congress for Men and Children, Washington, D.C.

"Questions from Dad can help turn shallow conversations and awkward silences into produc-
tive discussions between parents and children." Dick Woods. Director

Fathers For Equal Rights, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa

"An innovative approach to encouraging a long distance parent-child relationship."
Jennifer Isham, National President

Mothers Without Custody, Houston, Texas

"Questions from Dad is a metaphor for love from dad."
Warren Farrell, Ph.D., Author

The Myth of Male Power and Why Men Are The Way They Are

"This book helps break the emotional stereotype that men don't talk."
Bill Harrington, National Director and President

American Fathers Coalition, Tacoma, Washington

"Perhaps the greatest endorsement comes from my six year old daughter, who often climbs up
in my lap and asks me to read Mr. Twilley's questionnaires to her."

Charles A. Ballard, Founder/President
National Institute for Responsible Fatherhood & Family Development, Cleveland, Ohio

As one of the millions of long-distance dads in this country, Dwight Twilley successfully found

a way to establish a more meaningful relationship with his only daughter and bridge the gap
between them. Remembering a fun "test" given to him by a second grade teacher, he began to
compose a test of personal questions for his daughter. Within days after sending it, it was
returned completed with the comment, "Send More!" Twilley now shares indetail his ingenious
new method that may forever change the way that parents, grandparents, aunts, unclesor any-
onewill communicate with kids.

Dr. Susan Forward is an internationally renowned psychotherapist whose best-selling titles
include Obsessive Love: When It Hurts Too Much To Let Go, Men Who Hate Women & the
Women Who Love Them, and Betrayal of Innocence: Incest & Its Devastation. She is the
mother of two children and maintains a practice in California.
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